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Abstract
Numerous concepts of mobile robots for rough terrain applications, rovers,
have been proposed in robotics literature. Unfortunately, in most cases, the
locomotion performance of these systems was not properly evaluated or the
methodology is not consistent between publications and thus, the results are
not comparable. This is a problem because the real value of new concepts is
hard to estimate. Therefore, this thesis aims at providing a common basis
for evaluation and comparison of the mobility performance in rough terrain
which includes: definition of metrics with relevance to mobility; development
of tools for performance evaluation according to these metrics; compilation
of a catalog of existing systems; carrying out a performance comparison;
validation of the metrics by means of experimental testing.
The evaluation methods applied in this work focus on simple models for
comparative analyses. They are meant to support designers during early
phases of development when details of a new mechanism are not yet defined
and the selection of candidate systems is large.
Several mobility metrics are discussed in this work with emphasis on stability, friction requirement at the wheel ground contact, maximum motor
torque, and the rover’s ability to comply with kinematic constraints on uneven terrain in order to avoid slip. These metrics are complementary because
they cover different aspects of mobility, and they provide valuable information like stability margins while driving on sloped terrain, the risk of getting
stuck in an unknown environment due to excessive slippage or insufficient
torque during obstacle climbing, or an indicator for loss of energy caused by
slip.
Since comparison of several rovers requires a tremendous modeling effort,
a software tool was developed which enables extensive comparison through
easy modeling and fast processing of simulations. This tool is used here to
conduct a performance analysis of a collection of existing rovers based on a
static model. On the one hand, this analysis demonstrates the usefulness of
such a tool. On the other hand, significant differences in performance between

the rovers were detected and show the need for comparative analysis.
A novel metric, based on a simple kinematic model, is formulated to
predict the level of slip caused by the suspension mechanism of a rover. The
link between the metric and the effective slip is shown by means of a dynamic
simulation.
For validation of the simulation results, a modular hardware system was
developed which allows for configuration of four different suspension types.
The correlation of measurements from testing and simulation results is highly
satisfying and shows the validity of the proposed metrics for performance
prediction of real systems.

Kurzfassung
Zahlreiche Konzepte für mobile Roboter, die sich in unebenem Gelände bewegen können, so genannte Rover, sind aus der Literatur bekannt. Leider
ist die Fortbewegungsfähigkeit dieser Systeme in den meisten Fällen nicht
richtig evaluiert worden oder die zugrunde liegende Methodik ist nicht konsistent über die verschiedenen Publikationen hinweg, weshalb ein Vergleich
der Resultate verunmöglicht wird. Dies ist problematisch, weil dadurch der
eigentliche Wert eines neuen Konzepts nur schwer abzuschätzen ist. Daher ist es das Ziel dieser Arbeit, die Grundlagen für eine gemeinsame Basis
für Evaluation und Vergleich der Fortbewegungsfähigkeit von Robotern in
unebenem Gelände zu schaffen. Dazu gehören folgende Punkte: Definition
von Metriken mit Relevanz bezüglich Geländegängigkeit; Entwicklung von
Software zur Evaluierung von Systemen gemäss diesen Metriken; Auflistung
von bekannten Rovern und Durchführung eines Vergleichs ihrer Performance;
Validierung der Metriken durch Messungen an Hardware.
Der Fokus dieser Arbeit ist auf Evaluationsmethoden gerichtet, welche
auf einfachen Modellen basieren und vergleichende Analysen ermöglichen.
Diese sollen dazu dienen, Entwickler in frühen Phasen eines Projekts zu unterstützen, wenn die Details eines Entwurfs noch nicht bekannt sind und die
Auswahl an potentiellen Lösungen gross ist.
Unterschiedliche Metriken für die Geländegängigkeit werden in dieser Arbeit ausführlich diskutiert mit den Schwerpunkten Stabilität, Anforderung
an die Reibung zwischen Rad und Boden, maximales Motormoment, sowie
Fähigkeit des Roboters sich an unebenes Gelände anzupassen ohne Schlupf,
der durch die Kinematik der Aufhängung bedingt wird, zu verursachen.
Diese Metriken sind komplementär, weil sie unterschiedliche Aspekte der
Geländegängigkeit abdecken und sie liefern äusserst hilfreiche Informationen
wie die Stabilitätsmarge während der Fahrt auf geneigtem Untergrund, das
Risiko in unbekannter Umgebung stecken zu bleiben aufgrund von starkem
Schlupf oder ungenügendem Motormoment sowie eine Kennziffer für Energieverlust durch das Auftreten von Schlupf.

Der Vergleich zahlreicher Systeme bedingt einen grossen Aufwand an
Modellierungsarbeit. Deshalb ist eine Software entwickelt worden, die umfassende Vergleiche durch einfaches Modellieren und schnelles Abarbeiten
von Simulationen ermöglicht. Diese Software wurde hier für die Analyse
der Geländegängigkeit verschiedener, existierender Rover basierend auf einem
statischen Modell eingesetzt. Zum einen zeigt diese Analyse die Nützlichkeit
einer solchen Software, zum anderen konnten erhebliche Unterschiede bezüglich
Geländegängigkeit zwischen den Systemen festgestellt werden.
Des Weiteren wurde eine neuartige Metrik, die auf einem einfachen kinematischen Modell basiert, definiert, um das Mass an Schlupf abschätzen zu
können, welcher durch den Aufhängungsmechanismus des Rovers verursacht
wird. In einer dynamischen Simulation wird der Zusammenhang zwischen
dieser Metrik und dem effektiven Schlupf aufgezeigt.
Für die Validierung der Simulationsresultate ist ein Hardwaresystem entwickelt worden, welches erlaubt, vier verschiedene Aufhängungen zu konfigurieren. Die Korrelation von Testmessungen und Simulationsresultaten
ist sehr hoch und zeigt, dass sich die vorgeschlagenen Metriken für die Abschätzung der Geländegängigkeit von realen Systemen gut eigenen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Locomotion for rough terrain

There is an increasing need for mobile robots which are able to operate in
unstructured environments with highly uneven terrain. These robots are
mainly used for tasks which humans cannot do and which are not safe. Such
tasks include search and rescue in the debris of buildings after an earthquake
where humans are not able to pass and danger due to unstable structures
persists. In highly polluted areas which are not accessible to humans due
to the risk of intoxication, robots can be sent to gather information with
various kinds of sensors. But the application that has received the most media
attention in recent years is planetary exploration. Human space missions to
Mars are not possible at the moment, therefore, mobile robots are employed
to explore the Red Planet and return data to Earth.
All these applications have in common that the robot is an intermediary
that primarily gathers information for human operators or provides mobility to scientific instruments to approach targets of interest. To accomplish
these tasks successfully, the robots have to have means to adapt to uneven
terrain and climb over obstacles, this means, they need increased mobility
capabilities.
Different types of locomotion have been identified, the most important
ones being wheeled, legged, and tracked locomotion. The adaptation to uneven terrain can be active or passive. Tracked vehicles have become the
favorite type in search and rescue scenarios where the environment is highly
unstructured. A lot of research was done in the field of legged robots which
has lead to significant progress, and legged locomotion has a very high potential. The same applies to actively articulated suspensions. But, various
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considerations have lead to the choice of focusing this research on wheeled,
passive locomotion.
Integration in related research at the Autonomous Systems Lab (ASL)
of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich (ETH Zurich)
concerning investigation and usage of wheeled, passive systems.
Link to ongoing projects of the European Space Agency (ESA), primarily the ExoMars mission which aims at sending a wheeled rover with
passive suspension to Mars.
Reliability and energy efficiency are key parameters in rover design
and the performance of wheeled, passive systems is superior to other
locomotion types.
The control complexity of vehicles with passive suspension is very low
which makes them suitable for applications requiring a high degree of
autonomy and robustness. On the one hand, only a small number of
sensors is required. On the other hand, simple control algorithms can
be used. This means that the mobility performance is achieved by
means of well thought out mechanics.

1.2

Motivation and objectives

The development of a rover, from first ideas to the final vehicle, is a complex
process which can be split into several phases. At the beginning, ideas for
solving the mobility issue are searched. The promising ideas are transformed
into preliminary designs. At this point, trade-offs have to be conducted in
order to enable an objective, methodological selection of the best design.
Then, the details have to be specified and simulations are run to determine
the expected performance. Multiple iterations of detailed design, prototype
manufacturing, and testing might be necessary before the final specifications
can be defined such that the rover fits the requirements.
In literature, numerous ideas and first prototypes of rovers can be found
as well as sophisticated models for accurate simulation of complex systems.
Unfortunately, there is almost no work that shares a common basis and allows for comparison of the results. The definition of performance varies in
literature, direct comparison of several systems is rare, and the validation of
simulation results is uncommon. Therefore, the following objectives were set
for this thesis:

1.3. Outline

3

Collect existing and introduce new metrics which define the performance of wheeled, passive locomotion systems. The focus is on performance evaluation of preliminary designs which means that the details of
the final design are not known yet and several candidate systems have
to be evaluated and compared in the frame of trade-offs for selection of
the best design option.
Compile a catalog of existing rovers to provide an overview of the state
of the art. The term “rover” is used to refer to the respective suspension
mechanism which is responsible for the mobility performance in rough
terrain.
Apply important metrics in a performance comparison of several systems. The primary objective of this comparison is to show the utility
of these metrics whereas the comparison results are of subordinate relevance.
Since the level of detail of preliminary designs is low, it is not useful
to employ complex models for simulation. Therefore, the performance
evaluation is to be based on simple approaches and the results have to
be validated by means of experimental testing.

1.3

Outline

This thesis is split into four main parts. In chapter 2, the general need for
performance evaluation and the intrinsic benefits for the robotics community
are argued, new mobility metrics are defined, and commonly used ones are
discussed in detail. An overview of existing systems, which are used in the
analysis sections, is provided in chapter 3, along with a description of the
hardware for experimental validation. Chapter 4 starts with a brief overview
of existing software for simulation of rough terrain robots and continues with
comprehensive analyses based on static and kinematic models. The validation
of the simulation results is provided in chapter 5. The conclusion summarizes
the work and highlights the contributions of this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Performance evaluation
The evaluation of a system’s performance is addressed in this chapter. This
includes a discussion about value and necessity of performance evaluation
and its currently low but emerging importance in the robotics community.
New and commonly used metrics are presented; they are needed to define
performance and qualify it as good or bad. Then, a normalization is proposed
because the systems have to have a common denominator to be comparable.
Finally, the importance of requirements, which specify the capabilities the
evaluated system is expected to have, is highlighted.

2.1

General considerations

Performance evaluation is a crucial part of system development. It provides the necessary information to answer the following fundamental questions which have to be asked at the end of each project:
Does the new system have superior capabilities compared to
existing solutions? In the case of a research project the value of
a new system, as well as the benefit for the research community, lies
in its superiority with respect to the state of the art. Otherwise, the
investment in the project cannot be justified. Thus it is important to
provide evidence for the gained value through performance evaluation
Does the new system comply with the performances asked for
in the requirements document? If the project is not pure research,
a client might be satisfied with a performance similar to the one of
existing systems. However, the client will only pay if he gets what he

6
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asked for at the beginning. Performance evaluation is the tool for the
researcher or engineer to prove that he did his work as specified, and
for the client to check if he gets what was agreed on.
While performance evaluation already is an integral part of industrial
projects, probably because it has a direct impact on payments, it still seems
to be widely neglected in the robotics community, at least among the people
concerned with system design. Unfortunately, many researchers limit their
publications to a pure description of their system and a demonstration of
the system’s capabilities, instead of a thorough evaluation. The authors
stress the strengths of their system, mostly with respect to very specific
situations, but no benchmarks are performed. Even though it is desirable to
show the performance of a new system on real hardware, the experimental
results usually remain very qualitative and do not allow a comparison with
other systems. This weakness was already stressed in (Gat, 1995) and the
criticism remains valid. Gat called it “anecdotal experimental results from
implemented systems with little or no formal theoretical foundation.” The
researchers’ approach results in working systems, but it does not yield an
understanding of the limitations of these systems.
Reasons for this common approach may be plentiful. While one could
argue that this is just the simplest solution and that people fear direct comparison of their work with the work of other researchers, it must not be
forgotten that the availability of several platforms at the same place is rare
and that hardware testing is a very demanding process in terms of time,
infrastructure, manpower, or costs. Therefore, it is of highest importance
to standardize test procedures and to introduce commonly accepted metrics
which describe the performance of a system. (Sukhatme and Bekey, 1996)
stated that “progress in mobile robot evaluation will come to fruition when
different metrics are proposed and debated and some standardization ensues.”
Consequently, developers must test their systems accordingly and discuss the
results in their publications. The approach of (McBride et al., 2003) is even
better where the system is not tested by its developers themselves which
should make the results less biased.
According to (Jacoff et al., 2002) not only researchers would benefit from
standardized tests but also sponsors and end users of robotic systems. Potential major benefits for the robotics community include the following:
The best system for a specific application could be determined easily
and in an objective way.
Reviewers would be provided with an objective tool to estimate the
value of a new system with respect to the state of the art.
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Instead of participating in competitions, developers could test their
system at home and know immediately how it performs with respect to
other systems. In that sense, performance rankings could be interpreted
as continuous competitions. This approach should by no means replace
regular competitions because they usually have positive side effects.
For example, competitions often lead to a collective effort that results
in significant progress.
Standardized tests and binding norms are common in other fields of
both research and industry. Even though roboticists have achieved
remarkable accomplishments, standardized metrics and performance
evaluation could still contribute to increased reputation of the robotics
community among researchers in other domains.
Despite the above criticism, it has to be stressed at this point that there
are ongoing efforts in the robotics community to standardize metrics and to
establish benchmarks. The part of the community that is concerned with
algorithms seems to be more active in this area. In SLAM (Simultaneous
Localization And Mapping), the dataset of Victoria Park in Sydney by Guivant and Nebot (Guivant et al., 2002) has become a de facto standard on
which algorithms have to be tested before publication. Caltech 101 (FeiFei et al., 2004) contains “pictures of objects belonging to 101 categories.”
They are used for benchmarking algorithms in many scientific publications,
as well in robotics as in pure computer vision. Another interesting project is
Radish: The Robotics Data Set Repository (Howard and Roy, 2003) which
“aims to facilitate the development, evaluation and comparison of robotics
algorithms.” It does not only provide existing datasets but also encourages researchers to actively contribute and fill the repository with their own datasets.
The American National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has
also made an effort towards standardization and benchmarking in robotics
with the introduction of the Performance Metrics for Intelligent Systems
(PerMIS) Workshop (NIST, 2000) which “is aimed towards defining measures and methodologies of evaluating performance of intelligent systems.”
Even though the better part of the publications in the PerMIS proceedings
are concerned with algorithms, PerMIS appears to be the biggest initiative
in robotics that covers standardization of benchmarks for hardware systems.
While common benchmarks can be easily implemented for algorithms in the
form of data sets, it turns out to be more complicated for hardware systems.
NIST has developed and built Reference Test Arenas for Urban Search and
Rescue Robots where robots can be tested and competitions are held regularly. Such setups have been reproduced in other places all over the world
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like Bremen, Germany (Birk et al., 2007). Different elements in these arenas
were standardized (Jacoff et al., 2003), e.g., step field pallets which are “repeatable surface topologies with different levels of aggressiveness” to test the
mobility of a robot. Step fields can be easily created anywhere to simulate
uneven ground under standardized conditions.
The rock distribution at the Viking 2 landing site (Golombek and Rapp,
1997) has also evolved into a standard which can be found in many works related to Mars exploration. In the context of the development of the ExoMars
rover, for example, this rock distribution is used to benchmark candidate
rover designs in simulation.
As with every standard or norm, standardized performance evaluation
cannot cover every aspect of any particular mission or application. Yet, it
could provide information about required core competences that would help
researchers and engineers looking for potential solutions, e.g., because data
for necessary trade-offs would be available. The robotics community still
has a long way to go in this direction. However, the increasing number of
publications and workshops dedicated to this topic are promising and show
that the existing initiatives are gaining momentum.

2.2

Metrics

Numerous metrics have been proposed and used in literature. They all serve
to quantify the performance of robotic systems. Metrics provide means to
assign numerical values to a system’s capabilities. Consequently, they allow
for an objective comparison of similar systems. However, not all metrics
are relevant to a specific application. The important ones can be determined based on the requirements of a project. Therefore, metrics have to be
weighted accordingly, and it has to be specified what is considered good or
bad performance.
This whole process requires some sort of standard which is accepted and
applied by the larger part of the robotics community. Since mobile robotics
is a broad field of research, publications related to metrics for mobile robots
cover a wide range of aspects. To illustrate this diversity, a selection of
metrics appearing in literature is briefly discussed in the next subsection.
Thereafter, the most important metrics concerning the mobility of a robot
are analyzed in more detail.

2.2. Metrics

2.2.1

General metrics in literature

2.2.1.1

System metrics

9

A robot can be evaluated with respect to mechanical properties. In this
context, performance might not be the appropriate term, however, metrics
related to mechanics, like mass, volume, or system complexity, help to classify
the usefulness of a system for a given scenario.
Mass Due to constraints on transportation the mass of a system that is
employed on earth is usually less critical than the one of an exploration
rover that is sent to Mars. If the system is a rover moving on loose soil,
high mass causes high ground pressure which leads to high resistance
and subsequently to high power expenditure. Thus mass can be a key
metric depending on the application.

Volume Several factors can have an influence on the maximum allowable volume of a system. For example, inspection robots which inspect
housings of turbines are limited in size by the environment (Tache et al.,
2007). Rovers transported in spacecrafts are subject to tight restrictions
on volume. However, it must be distinguished between the system envelope in deployed and stowed configuration. (Harrington and Voorhees,
2004) describe the Mars Exploration Rovers’ (MER) capability to fit
into the small lander volume and deploy into large stance for sufficient
stability.
System complexity The risk of failure increases with the system
complexity. Therefore, if two systems of different complexity perform
equally well, the simpler system has to be favored. Mechanical complexity could be defined as number and types of joints or number of moving
parts. However, system complexity is not just a matter of mechanics,
it also includes electronics, control, or interaction with an operator.
Power consumption is an important parameter for the design of a robot
because it has a direct impact on the choice of most of the electronic components and vice versa. Since the power consumption depends strongly on
a specific situation, it is of highest importance to define a reference scenario
with maximum and mean power target values. The scenario has to define
parameters like traveling speed, trajectory, slope, soil type, and obstacles.
For example, the development of a rover prototype is described in (Lachat
et al., 2006) which had to comply with a 300 W maximum power requirement
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for a scenario including 100 kg payload, compacted snow, level ground, and
nominal traveling speed of 1 m
s .
Energy is a critical parameter for mobile robots because it usually is
available in limited quantities only. This holds true especially for solar powered rovers like the MER. (Roncoli and Ludwinski, 2002) provide an energy
usage scenario over the whole mission split up by consumers. It clearly shows
how the mission is affected by the availability of energy.
2.2.1.2

Control metrics

The electro-mechanical design of a system has a big impact on the performance. However, good controls can push the performance level even further.
In this regard, there is also a need for metrics to evaluate the algorithmic part
of a system. (Munoz et al., 2007) summarize different metrics for navigation
evaluation, and a protocol for standardized testing is proposed. The metrics
are sorted by different categories, such as smoothness and security, and they
provide the user with more detailed information than just length of a path
and required time. For example, the smoothness metrics evaluate “the
consistency between decision-action relationship and the algorithm’s ability
to anticipate and respond to events” and the security metrics measure
the mean and maximum risk during the entire mission, e.g., based on the
minimum distance to an obstacle.
2.2.1.3

Operational metrics

The focus of (Tunstel, 2006) “is on metrics for operational performance of deployed rovers as opposed to metrics for robot systems that are in experimental
phases of development, verification, or validation.” Tunstel states that the
available set of engineering telemetry from the rover constrains what metrics
can be formulated. Therefore, operational performance metrics should be
functions of telemetry or derived data products produced during operations.
Examples are: total traverse distance and terrain-based autonomous
navigation speed for the category autonomous navigation; approachability and positioning accuracy and repeatability for approach and
instrument placement.

2.2.2

Mobility metrics

For all-terrain robots the mobility performance is a pivotal criteria. Numerous metrics help to understand and evaluate the locomotion capabilities of
mobile robotic systems.
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Three terms that are widely used to subclassify performance of wheeled
robotic locomotion are discussed in great detail in (Apostolopoulos, 2001).
Maneuverability refers to a robot’s “ability to change its heading, avoid obstacles and navigate through cluttered environments.” Trafficability is used
to express the robot’s “ability to generate traction and overcome resistances.”
Configurations with good trafficability should maximize soil thrust while minimizing motion resistance. The performance index that is of highest importance in the scope of the present work is terrainability. Apostolopoulos
defines terrainability as “the locomotion’s ability to negotiate rough terrain
features without compromising the vehicle’s stability and forward progress.”
In this sense, most of the metrics described below refer to the terrainability of a robotic vehicle. This selection extends the list of Apostolopoulos in
order to cover additional aspects of mobility.
2.2.2.1

Friction requirement

One of the biggest issues for vehicles moving in rough terrain is the generation
of traction. Given that all wheels touch the ground at all times, the load
on the wheels changes due to the unevenness of the terrain. Assuming a
proportional relationship between load on a wheel and maximum traction
supported by the ground, it is advisable to set the torques on the wheels
accordingly. If all wheels of the vehicle are powered, the system is over
actuated. With the appropriate technique the ideal torques on the wheels can
be calculated such that minimum friction is required by the vehicle to avoid
slip. Theoretically, this solution corresponds to the vehicle’s best possible
performance in terms of slip avoidance. Hence, this characteristic is well
suited to evaluate the performance of a vehicle. The corresponding metric is
called friction requirement.
The approach, minimization of required friction through selection of ideal
torques, has been used and discussed in several works. (Sreenivasan and
Wilcox, 1994) introduces it in the control algorithm of the actively actuated
Gofor rover in simulation to minimize slip. (Iagnemma and Dubowsky, 2004)
shows its usefulness in a dual cost function of a controller to improve mobility
over rough terrain of a rocker bogie type rover. In (Lamon et al., 2004) the
approach is extended from 2D to 3D and applied to the more complex Shrimp
rover (Siegwart et al., 2002). Further, it is shown that the maximum performance of the rover is achieved if the required friction is equal for all wheels.
In related work (Lamon and Siegwart, 2005), the approach is integrated in
a PID control loop to assign motor torques based on the actual state of the
rover which leads to a significant reduction of slip. The first work to use the
approach as a metric to compare different rovers is (Thueer et al., 2006a)
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which employs the rover performance optimization tool described in (Krebs
et al., 2006).
The calculation of the friction requirement is based on Coulomb’s friction
law:
FT ≤ µ · FN
(2.1)
where FT : traction force,
FN : normal force,
µ : friction coefficient which depends on the materials of wheel
and ground.
The maximum traction force supported by the ground is equal to µ · FN . If
it is exceeded (FT > µ · FN ), slip occurs.
However, it is very difficult to know the exact value of µ in a real environment, and in the case of loose soil, the wheel ground interaction demands for
a more complex contact model. Therefore, the friction requirement metric
makes use of a virtual friction coefficient µ∗ which is defined as
µ∗ =

FT
T /r
=
FN
FN

(2.2)

where the traction force FT can be expressed as the ratio of motor torque T
to wheel radius r (Fig. 2.1).
Because of over-actuation of rovers, the torque can be selected freely which
impacts µ∗ . The target value of µ∗ is the minimum because it defines the
minimum friction required by the wheel before it slips. By minimizing µ∗
through specific selection of the wheel torques, the probability is increased
that the required friction coefficient is smaller than the available friction
coefficient (µ∗ < µ) in any real situation and that enough traction can be
generated to prevent slip.
Since the load on each wheel FNi (index i indicating wheel i) depends on
the state of the rover, the minimization of µ∗i has to be coordinated on system

T
r
FT

FN

Figure 2.1: Wheel ground interaction.
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level. According to (Lamon et al., 2004), the optimal solution corresponds to
the situation where all µ∗i are equal. This solution can be found by applying
the optimization criterion
!
X
∗
2
min
(µi − µ̄)
(2.3)
i

to the wheel torque selection process where µ̄ is the mean of all µ∗i . The
resulting µ∗min expresses the friction requirement of the evaluated rover in
the given situation. If the rover is analyzed over a full simulation run, the
actual friction requirement µreq [-] corresponds to the maximum of all (µ∗min )n
where n is the number of simulation steps.
µreq = max {(µ∗min )n }
2.2.2.2

(2.4)

Maximum torque

The example of a torque measurement during step climbing of a six wheel
rover, as depicted in Fig. 2.2, is used to emphasize the necessity to have
an estimate of the required peak torque Tmax [Nm] while designing a rover.
The nominal torque is roughly 0.4 Nm but the peak values climb as high as
3.5 Nm. These differences are significant and have to be considered when
selecting motor and gearbox to be sure that all dependent requirements, e.g.,
obstacle climbing, maximum traveling speed, or mean power, can be met.
(Wilhelm et al., 2007) highlight the fact that climbing even small steps at
low speed might require maximum torque. Therefore, they propose a dynamic
model for this specific situation. The model is able to handle flexible wheels
and allows for comparison of different robot designs due to non-dimensional
parameters. The authors claim that better estimates of the torques through

Wheel torque [Nm]
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3
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Figure 2.2: Wheel torque measurement during step climbing motion.
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more accurate modeling lead to lower actuator requirements with associated
benefits for mass and power consumption.
2.2.2.3

Maximum obstacle height

The metric maximum obstacle height hmax [m] is closely coupled to the metrics maximum torque and friction requirement. µreq and Tmax are specific to
a given terrain geometry. If this geometry is changed systematically, e.g., the
obstacle height is increased, friction and torque requirements change accordingly. The maximum obstacle height is reached when the friction or torque
requirement is in conflict with soil characteristics or motor performance. In
some cases, however, it might turn out that ground clearance is the limiting
factor during obstacle negotiation.
2.2.2.4

Slip

Various forms of slip exist. (Tarokh and McDermott, 2005) identify turn slip,
side slip, and roll slip as in Fig. 2.3. In the present work, only the latter
is used as a metric because the suspension configuration has a significant
impact on roll slip in rough terrain.
Roll slip is the relative motion between a rolling object and the surface on
which it is moving. This slip is generated by the objects’s rotational speed
being greater or less than its free-rolling speed. In fact, real-world wheeled or
tracked vehicles are capable of moving only because slip occurs. Nevertheless,
slip is an undesirable effect due to several reasons:
If the traveled distance of a vehicle is measured only by means of wheel
rotation, slip cannot be detected. This kind of odometry is inherently
inaccurate to a certain degree depending on the environment. (Nagatani
yw
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Figure 2.3: Types of slip.
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et al., 2007) describe a method to improve the odometry by considering
slippage in the model of a tracked vehicle, a locomotion type that is
even more susceptible to slip than wheeled locomotion. (Lamon and
Siegwart, 2003) show how to include the state of an articulated rover
moving on rough terrain to increase the accuracy of the odometry.
It is difficult to measure or estimate slip accurately. However, control
can be significantly improved if slip is accounted for through estimation
and additional sensing (Helmick et al., 2005), or through modeling of
the complex wheel ground interaction mechanics (Yoshida and Hamano,
2002). Very recently, (Ishigami et al., 2008) reported impressive results
from slope traversal along a given trajectory with online slip compensation using visual odometry.
Slip is a loss of energy because the energy put into the rotation of a
wheel cannot be completely transformed into the desired linear movement.
The vehicle gets stuck if 100% slip occurs.
Different definitions for slip exist. The most common one defines the slip
ratio sr [-] as follows:

rθ̇ > v (acceleration)
 (rθ̇ − v)/rθ̇ ;
sr =
(2.5)

(rθ̇ − v)/v ;
rθ̇ < v (deceleration)
where θ̇ : rotational wheel speed,
v : translational wheel speed,
r : wheel radius.
With the same information, the absolute accumulated slip sa [m] can be
calculated as a measure for the total slip distance over the course of a test
run:
n
X

sa =
rθ˙i − vi ∆t
(2.6)
i=1

where n : number of measurements,
∆t : sampling time.
Unfortunately, the measurement of one important parameter used in the
above formulas, the translational speed v of each wheel, is not easy in reality.
In laboratory setups, it can be measured by means of vision systems. If no
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such tracking system is available, the above definitions of slip are not applicable. Then, the only measure of wheel slip is the difference between recorded
wheel rotation and total traveled distance which is difficult to determine in
rough terrain too.
2.2.2.5

Stability

Knowledge of the stability of a vehicle is pivotal, either to plan trajectories,
to generate velocity commands, or to monitor the stability margin online.
Depending on the traveling speed of a vehicle, the model used to calculate
stability can be static or dynamic. For slow moving rovers, the static model
is usually considered sufficiently precise because inertial effects can be neglected at these speeds. However, (Mann and Shiller, 2005) developed a
dynamic model for an articulated rover and defined a static stability margin
(SSM) and a dynamic stability margin (DSM) which are based on the feasible
range of speed and acceleration, i.e., the range of values which comply with
the stability constraints. Stability measures based on both types of models
are discussed below.
I) Stability based on a static model
Different approaches of varying degree of complexity to calculate static stability (SS) are presented next.
The simplest way to determine a vehicle’s stability is the geometric approach which is commonly referred to in literature as stability margin.
This term dates back as far as (McGhee and Frank, 1968) and is used
to evaluate the distance between the projection of the center of gravity (CoG) on the ground and the border of the polygon formed by the
supporting points of the vehicle on the plane. (Hirose et al., 2001) summarize existing stability criteria and propose a classification with the
focus on walking machines. (Apostolopoulos, 2001) limits his work to
wheeled vehicles and identifies the longitudinal and lateral gravitational
stability margin for a vehicle driving parallel to an uphill slope or along
a cross-hill slope, respectively. The maximum angle θSS at which the
stability margin becomes zero can be calculated based on the CoG’s
position relative to the wheel ground contact points (Fig. 2.4), e.g.,
maximum longitudinal uphill stability is reached at

x
rear
.
(2.7)
θSS = atan
z
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Figure 2.4: Longitudinal (left) and lateral (right) stability.

A more general form of the geometric approach, the force-angle stability measure, was introduced by (Papadopoulos and Rey, 1996) and
applied in a slightly modified form by (Iagnemma et al., 2000). It is
able to handle any kind of vehicle footprint at any angle relative to
the slope by considering the outermost wheel ground contact points
pi (i = 1, ..., m) which form a convex support polygon when projected
onto the horizontal plane (Fig. 2.5). The lines joining the wheel ground
contact points are referred to as tipover axes ai where âi = ai / kai k.
Tipover axis normals li that intersect the CoG are given by:
li = (1 − âi âTi )pi+1

(2.8)

where (i + 1) has to be set to 1 if i = m in order to close the loop.
Stability angles θi can then be computed for each tipover axis as the
angle between the gravitational force vector f g and the axis normal li :
θi = σi cos−1 (f̂ g · l̂i )
with


σi =

+1
−1

if (l̂i × f̂ g ) · âi < 0
otherwise

(2.9)

(2.10)

The overall maximum vehicle stability angle is defined as the minimum
of the i stability angles θi :
θSS = min(θi ),

i = {1, ..., m}.

(2.11)

Both geometric approaches to calculate stability are simple and require
low processing power which makes it possible to include them in control
algorithms. (Iagnemma et al., 2000) and (Grand et al., 2004) have used the
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Figure 2.5: Support polygon of the force-angle stability measure.

latter approach to reconfigure the actively articulated legs of their wheeled
robots by including the stability angles in an optimization criterion that aims
at maximizing stability. (Nakamura et al., 2007) pursue the same strategy by
actively moving the center of mass of a wheeled robot.
Unfortunately, these approaches are not suitable to calculate the stability of passively articulated rovers where the suspension system has a nonnegligible impact on the stability. In this case, the effective stability can be
calculated by means of a static model. A 2D model, which outputs up- and
downhill stability, is considered next. Options to extend the approach to 3D
are discussed below.
First, a static 2D model of the vehicle on a flat surface has to be developed. Then, while the inclination angle of the surface is incremented in
the model, the contact forces are calculated at each step. The stability angle is defined as the angle when one of the wheels looses contact
with the ground, i.e., FN ≤ 0. It has to be highlighted that this condition is mandatory for the static model to work but that a real rover
does not necessarily tip over at this angle because a rover can be temporarily stable even if one wheel does not touch the ground. If all n
wheels are motorized, as it is normally the case for rovers, the equation
system is under-determined and has an infinite number of solutions.
The physical meaning of this situation is that (n − 1) wheel torques
can be set as inputs or that an optimization has to be employed to
find the wheel torques. However, on a flat surface the selection of the
wheel torques has no impact on the normal forces and hence, on the
SS neither. Therefore, wheel torque selection is not discussed here but
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a reasonable approach, which minimizes required friction, is described
in 2.2.2.1.
To demonstrate the impact of the suspension system on the SS, the geometric and static approaches are both applied to a simple rocker bogie type
rover as depicted in Fig. 2.6 (left) with equal wheel spacing (lf ront = lrear ).
The right side of Fig. 2.6 shows the derived models for the two approaches.
By considering only the position of the CoG and the distance between
front and rear wheel, the suspension system is completely neglected in the
geometric approach. Since the resulting model is fully symmetric, the geometric approach yields identical stability angles θrear and θf ront for upand downhill stability, respectively. Using the same dimensions for both approaches, the geometric model predicts stability of +/- 61◦ .
The static model which represents the mechanical properties of the rover
in more detail suggests that identical up- and downhill stability is very unlikely due to the highly asymmetrical character of the suspension system.
It predicts accordingly that the rover remains stable up to 55◦ uphill and
42◦ downhill slope, which are by definition the angles where one of the normal forces on the wheels becomes zero. These normal forces are plotted as a
function of the slope angle in Fig. 2.7 and show clearly distinct load distributions for positive and negative inclination. This is caused by the asymmetric
design of the suspension system and confirms the intuitive result of different
up- and downhill stability.
It might be surprising that the two approaches do not yield the same uphill
stability even though the rear part of the models is identical. This is linked
to the fact that the geometric model is too simple and does not consider the
features of the suspension. The normal force plot helps understanding what
happens at the wheel ground contacts on a sloped terrain. It shows that
geometric model

zv
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èrear
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èfront
lfront

lfront
static model

lrear

lfront

Figure 2.6: Comparison of models for stability evaluation. Left: original
definition of rover; right: derived geometric and static models (scaled).
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Figure 2.7: Stability results from static model.

the middle wheel looses contact with the ground first, for both positive and
negative inclination. This behavior leads to reduced stability. The geometric
approach cannot model such behavior and is therefore too optimistic for
articulated rovers.
Another drawback of the geometric approach is its inability to model
wheel ground contact angles which have a great influence on the stability of
a vehicle. Since the 2D static model considers this detail, it is able to provide
stability information on any terrain shape in general, not only on an inclined
plane.
Obviously, the static approach can only be used for the longitudinal direction in which the suspension is acting. The lateral SS can be calculated with
a geometric approach because most rovers do not dispose of a compliance in
this direction.
Extending the static model to 3D is desirable to gain information about
the stability for any heading angle with respect to the slope. However, this
is not possible by just adding forces in the third dimension to the model
because a rover is a statically indeterminate system in the lateral direction.
This indeterminacy can not be handled by the proposed rigid body model.
It cannot be determined how the lateral stresses are distributed within the
structure unless elasticity of the elements is considered which is in conflict
with the objective of this analysis to employ simple models.
Several simplifications are possible to deal with this problem.
(Lamon, 2005) introduced additional degrees of freedom (DoF) in the
lateral direction in the wheel ground contact model. Lateral forces
were considered only at the front and rear wheel of the SOLERO rover
which is a pretty strong simplification. Nevertheless, the model served
its purpose to improve motion control.
Instead of introducing DoF, the contacts could be modeled as compliant components, i.e., springs. This is a commonly used approach in
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Figure 2.8: Influence of the simplifications applied by Slade (left)
on the stability results in comparison with the static model (right).
(note: different definition of slope angle)

dynamic simulations where contacts are modeled as compliant springdamper systems (Sohl and Jain, 2005). This approach has not yet been
investigated to determine static stability.
Another approach is used in (Slade et al., 2007). By considering only
the vertical component of the contact force (along the gravity vector),
static indeterminacy can be avoided and the equation system results
from regular force and torque equilibrium. The results for up- and
downhill stability (heading = 0◦ ) are compared to the output by the
normal static model in Fig. 2.8. In general, the curves are very similar but two main differences become apparent: the discrepancy grows
bigger with increasing angles; the force values are bigger in the model
by Slade because it outputs the vertical component of the contact force
while the regular static model outputs the normal force only. Consequently, the model by Slade predicts better stability. However, the
simplicity of this approach can be a big advantage but further investigation is needed.
II) Stability based on a dynamic model
In the work of Shiller and Mann (Shiller and Mann, 2004; Mann and Shiller,
2005) a dynamic 2D model is employed to determine stability. Thus stability
definitions and interpretation of the metrics are different than the ones above.
Stability conditions are expressed in terms of constraints on the n individual
ground forces.
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FNi ≥ 0

(2.12)

FTi ≤ µFNi

(2.13)

FTi ≥ −µFNi

(2.14)

where FNi : normal force,
FTi : traction force,
µ
: friction coefficient.
After describing the vehicle’s motion in terms of path coordinates, a set
of feasible speeds ṡ2 and accelerations s̈ (FSA) can be found that satisfies
all the dynamic constraints, i.e., the vehicle does not tip-over, slide, or loose
contact with the ground. From the FSA, the authors derive two metrics:
static stability margin (SSM) and dynamic stability margin (DSM) which
are visualized in Fig. 2.9. SSM represents the remaining minimal margin of
possible accelerations at zero speed. This definition must not be mixed up
with former stability metrics. DSM is a measure for the maximal velocity
within FSA.
By including dynamic effects in the model, important information about
the range of stable and safe motion can be obtained. Based on the results
for step obstacle climbing where the DSM drops temporarily while the SSM
does not, the authors point out “that both margins are necessary for a reliable
assessment of stability, even when the rover moves at low speeds.”
However, the work to create a dynamic model of an articulated rover must
not be underestimated and therefore, a trade-off between gaining information
and increasing modeling efforts has to be made.

s̈
DSM
FSA
s̈2
SSM
Figure 2.9: Dynamic stability: definition of feasible range of speed and accelerations (FSA), static stability margin (SSM), dynamic stability margin (DSM).
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Velocity constraint violation (VCV)

V CV [-] is a measure for the risk of violation of kinematic constraints through
deviation from the ideal velocity which leads to slip. If a vehicle is moving
on a plane and the same speed is set to all wheels, no slip occurs under ideal
conditions. Under real world conditions slip can never be avoided but the slip
level remains low on a plane because the ideal velocities are equal. In rough
terrain, however, kinematic constraints require every wheel to rotate at an
individual speed (Fig. 2.10), thus, deviation from the ideal velocity is more
frequent and the slip level increases. This problem was addressed by means
of control algorithms which assign individual wheel speeds based on the state
of the rover but sensing all the necessary information is difficult. Therefore,
it is desirable to use a suspension system which complies inherently well with
the kinematic constraints.
Basic kinematics, which describes relative motion between the wheels, is
used to calculate the ideal velocities. By imposing the terrain constraints
on the wheel motion and selecting one wheel as reference where speed is
input, the ideal velocities of the remaining wheels result from the kinematic
properties of the suspension system. An example with ideal velocities of two
cases with different reference wheels is depicted in Fig. 2.11.
To calculate V CV , first, the ratio between ideal velocity videal and reference velocity v is defined for each wheel as
videal
V =
(2.15)
v
Since positive and negative deviations tend to even out the mean value of
V over a full simulation run with n measurements, the standard deviation is
used instead.
!1
n
2 2
1X
σV =
Vi − V
(2.16)
n i=1
σV is calculated for every wheel except for the reference where
σV = 0. That is, a set of σV consists of (m − 1) values for an m wheel

Figure 2.10: Ideal velocities in rough terrain.
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Figure 2.11: Ideal velocities for two different reference wheels.
The input velocity on the reference wheel is red (dashed),
the corresponding ideal velocities are green (solid).

vehicle. Since every wheel is used as reference, m sets are calculated. V CV
is defined as the mean value of all σV .
V CV =

m m−1
X
X
1
(σV )i,j
m(m − 1) j=1 i=1

(2.17)

Simulations that provide reliable information about slip require a high
level of detailed modeling and complex wheel ground interaction models.
This makes slip itself an unsuitable metric for evaluation of many systems in
an early design phase. Calculating V CV , however, requires only a kinematic
model, which is easy to create, and the rover states along the terrain. Nevertheless, it provides a measure for the level of slip that could occur due to
terrain roughness. This is very valuable information which comes at a low
price.
2.2.2.7

Additional metrics

Certain metrics for mobility evaluation of all-terrain robots are not considered
for use in the frame of this thesis. However, due to their relevance in robotics
research they are briefly described here.
Slope gradeability This metric defines the maximum slope a rover
can climb before the shear-forces at the tire soil interface exceed the
maximum thrust sustained by the ground. A simplified formulation of
the allowable traction force FT max which is suitable for fast simulation
and neglects compaction and bulldozing effects is given by (Sohl and
Jain, 2005) as:
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FT max = c · A + FN · tanφ
where c
A
FN
φ

:
:
:
:

(2.18)

coefficient of soil cohesion,
contact area,
normal force,
soil friction angle.

c and φ are soil specific parameters which are used in complex wheel
ground contact models based on terramechanical theory. Fundamental information about terramechanics can be found in (Bekker, 1969)
and (Wong, 1993). A broader definition of gradeability is discussed in
great detail in (Apostolopoulos, 2001).
Mainly two considerations lead to the exclusion of the slope gradeability
from the performance comparison in this thesis. On the one hand, the
high level of complexity of the terramechanical wheel ground interaction
model is not in line with the objective to use simple models. On the
other hand, the model makes use of several soil specific parameters.
Since no precise application scenario exists for this work, there is no
interest to investigate the slope gradeability on a specific soil type.
Instead, the more general formulation of the friction requirement µreq
at a certain angle could be used for comparison.
Mean free path (MFP) (Wilcox et al., 1997) define the MFP as
“the expected distance which the vehicle can traverse on a straight line
before it encounters a non-traversable hazard.” They argue that in the
case of a large MFP value the hazard avoiding system can be simple
which reduces costs and complexity of the rover while increasing the
likelihood for a successful mission. The MFP depends on rover length
and width as well as on size and areal density of rocks (obstacles) at
the planned mission location.
Coverability and crossability These two metrics were introduced
by (Molinoy et al., 2007) with the objective to develop methods for
quantifying the difficulty a robot would encounter traversing rough terrain. It is assumed that the terrain can be discretized like the NIST
step field. Coverability reflects the difficulty a robot would have trying
to move over the entire terrain. Crossability refers to the difficulty for
moving from point A to point B.
The authors state that the focus was on general formulation of the
metric rather than on accuracy for specific robot configurations. In
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this sense, only the wheel diameter as well as one scalar value representing the kinematics of the robot are contained in the formula for
coverability. It is questionable if this single value which has no direct
physical meaning is sufficient to objectively describe the obstacle climbing capabilities of existing rovers. Therefore, the metrics seem to be
better suited for performance comparison of one rover on different terrains rather than for comparison of different rovers on the same terrain
which is the objective of this thesis.

2.3

Normalization and requirements

One fundamental problem of comparing existing rovers is that they are all
different in several dimensions like footprint, wheel diameter, mass, or CoG.
Scaling them by one factor is not possible because the factor varies depending
on the dimension as shown in Table 2.1. Therefore, in the present case where
the focus is on the comparison of the suspension systems, it was decided to
apply some sort of normalization. This means that one set of dimensions was
chosen for the key parameters and that the suspension systems were adapted
in size to fit this standard. This is a pragmatic but reasonable choice in view
of the intended validation of the proposed metrics by means of experimental
testing. The hardware system has to have one fixed size and one set of wheels
while the suspension can be reconfigured to different types.
A comparison can also use dimensionless parameters in order to relate
the performance of systems of different sizes. The friction requirement, for
example, can be expressed as a function of the ratio between track length L
Table 2.1: The problem of scaling rovers for comparison: the ratio depends on
the parameter.
CRAB

1

ExoMars

parameter

1

ratio

track length

[m]

0.648

1.4

2.16

mass

[kg]

35

93.5

2.67

wheel diameter

[m]

0.18

0.25

1.39

CoGZ

[m]

0.215

0.554

2.58

2.4. Conclusion
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and obstacle height h, µreq = f ( L
h ). These parameters are both important,
track length for the design, obstacle height for the performance. This way,
rovers of different length can be compared. However, this approach has three
main drawbacks which are of great importance in the frame of this work.
First the available data about existing rovers does not enable conducting
a comparison of this kind. As it was pointed out before, the evaluations were
all carried out based on different methodologies and metrics. Therefore, if a
comparison was to be made, new models would have to be created anyway
and it would be reasonable to normalize them as proposed above.
Second it has to be considered that the performance with respect to a specific metric can be influenced by more than one parameter which complicates
this kind of comparison significantly. For example, besides the length of the
rover the wheel diameter has a significant impact on the friction requirement
too. Therefore, rovers of different length can only be compared if they have
equal wheels.
Third the development of a rover is in most cases driven by requirements
which constrain the dimensions of a candidate system. For example, if a rover
is expected to carry a payload of 1 m length, a 0.65 m rover like NASA’s
Sojourner does not fit the requirements. However, it must be distinguished
between a real rover which has fixed dimensions and the principle of the
suspension mechanism which can be adapted to the appropriate dimensions
like the rocker bogie suspension that was used for Sojourner, FIDO, and
MER 1 .
Requirements are also important for the comparison of the systems. As
soon as all normalized rovers are evaluated with respect to the same metrics,
performance rankings can be generated. However, the requirements define the
importance of each metric which has a direct impact on the overall rankings.
For example, if a rover is going to operate in benign terrain, the obstacle
climbing capabilities are of little relevance and a good climber is not the
right choice for such a mission. Obviously, metrics are used to evaluate the
performance of a system but requirements are needed to find the system
which is most suited for a specific application.

2.4

Conclusion

Standardized performance evaluation is a powerful tool to compare and assess the value of robotic systems. Even though a lot of researchers have
used specific metrics in their work and several initiatives push for commonly
1A

detailed description of the rovers can be found in chapter 3.
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accepted rules and benchmarks, standardized performance evaluation has a
long way to go in robotics.
A number of metrics were presented in this chapter as examples of the
diversity of mobile robotics as a field of research. Since this work focuses
on the performance of wheeled locomotion systems for rough terrain applications, special attention was paid to mobility metrics which were discussed
in great detail.
The most important mobility metrics, which are used in the analysis and
validation sections below, are summarized here.
The friction requirement (µreq ) is a measure for the obstacle climbing
capability of a rover. If this values is small, the rover requires less friction and is therefore more likely to overcome an obstacle in an unknown
environment without getting stuck.
The maximum torque (Tmax ) is an important parameter for the rover
designer for the selection of motor and gearbox. Situations like obstacle climbing require significantly higher torques than regular motion in
rough terrain. Therefore, the specifications for electronic and mechanical components have to be adapted accordingly.
The static stability angles (θSS ) help mission planners to determine
non-accessible areas, and rover drivers are provided with information
about stability margins while driving on sloped terrain.
The V CV metric is an indicator of the amount of slip that could occur
due to violation of kinematic constraints in uneven terrain. This information is valuable since slip has a negative impact on the odometry
and causes loss of energy.
These metrics cover different aspects of mobility performance and provide
essential information about a rover’s capabilities which is needed for proper
evaluation and comparison.
The discussion about normalization and requirements recalled the need to
create a common basis for comparison and to precisely define the objectives of
a rover development. Metrics alone are of little use because their importance
changes depending on the application and in most cases the challenge is to
find the right trade-off.

Chapter 3

Systems
Numerous wheeled passive locomotion systems have been proposed in literature. A comprehensive selection of them is analyzed to different extent in
this thesis. These systems are introduced next. First, an overview in list
form is provided, followed by a more detailed description. For validation
purposes of the simulation results, modular hardware was developed which
allows exchanging the suspension configuration by maintaining important
system parameters. The hardware design is described in the last part of this
chapter.

3.1

Overview

In Tables 3.1 - 3.3, a brief description of all systems is given in alphabetical
order. A similar overview was given by (Lauria, 2003) which included active
systems, too. The selection below, however, is limited to passive systems
and has been extended by new ones which have appeared in the robotics
community in recent years.
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Table 3.1: Wheeled passive locomotion systems: overview part I.
CJ-1 by Transportation College, Jilin University
Coupled positive and negative
quadrilateral lever mechanisms
on each side.
Differential to level body pitch.
No steerings.

CRAB by ASL, ETH Zurich
Two parallelogram bogies on each
side with linkage at top.
Differential to level body pitch.
4 steerings.

ExoMars (3-Bogie) by ESA
Three regular bogies
(2 longitudinal at side,
1 transversal at rear). 2D model
identical to RB.
No differential required.
6 steerings.
Nexus 6 by Space Robotics Lab, Tohoku University
Coupled parallelogram bogies.
Rear bogie only moves on asymmetric terrain because of link to
differential. 2D model identical
to RCL-E.
Differential to level body pitch.
4 steerings.
Marsokhod by VNIITRANSMASH
Three pairs of wheels, joined together by a three DoF passively
articulated frame.
No differential required.
Skid steered.

rigid link in 2D

3.1. Overview

Table 3.2: Wheeled passive locomotion systems: overview part II.
PEGASUS (Micro5) by AMSL, Meiji University
Four wheel drive with fifth wheel
linked to body by means of a
freely rotating lever.
Body split left/right, connected
by pivot.
Skid steered.
RCL-C by RCL
Early design option for ExoMars.
Rigid connection rear to center
wheel, articulated from center to
front.
Differential to level body pitch.
4 steerings.
RCL-D (ExoMaDeR) by RCL
Early design option for ExoMars.
Complex suspension geometry,
diagonally mirrored left/right.
Differential to level body pitch.
4 steerings.

RCL-E by RCL
ExoMars design option. Three
parallelogram bogies
(2 longitudinal at side, 1 transversal at rear).
No differential required.
4 steerings.
Rocker bogie (RB) by NASA/JPL
Versions:
Rocky 7, FIDO,
Sojourner, MER, MSL.
Rocker and bogie on both sides.
Differential to level body pitch.
4-6 steerings.
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Table 3.3: Wheeled passive locomotion systems: overview part III.
Shrimp/SOLERO by ASL, ETH Zurich
Wheels in 3 tracks (2 each), fork
at front with internal spring, 1
parallelogram bogie at each side,
rigid link body-rear wheel.
No differential required.
2 steerings.

WMR by Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology
Four bar linkage mechanism.
Differential: N/A.
No steerings.

Four wheel vehicles
No longitudinal suspension. 2D model identical to 4WD car.
Nomad by CMU
Passive adaptation to uneven terrain through left/right averaging
linkage.
Coordinated steering.

Dune-Explorer by Space
Robotics Lab (Tohoku Uni.)
Passive adaptation to uneven terrain through left/right averaging
linkage.
4 steerings.

K11 by ASL/NASA Ames
Passive adaptation to uneven terrain through longitudinal pivot at
front center.
No steering.

3.1. Overview
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CRAB, RB, and RCL-E were evaluated in detail in this work because
of their relevance with respect to ongoing research at ASL, and, in the case
of RB, because of its successful employment in Mars exploration missions.
While the evaluation of most other systems was limited to the static analysis,
two rovers were not explicitly considered in the analysis at all. Reasons for
this exclusion are given here.
ExoMars (3-Bogie)
ExoMars (Michaud et al., 2008) is the suspension system selected by
ESA for the ExoMars mission. It evolved from the former design option
RCL-E. They only differ in bogie type. ExoMars has three regular
bogies, thus the alternative name 3-Bogie, to provide mobility in rough
terrain, while RLC-E makes use of parallelogram bogies. The bogie
arrangement, one on each side at the front and one at the rear, is
advantageous for the payload volume because no traversing differential
is required. However, the stability polygon is reduced to a triangle.
The main reason why ExoMars is not explicitly included in the analysis
is its equality in 2D with NASA’s rocker bogie system. If looked at from
the side (Fig. 3.1 (right)), ExoMars and RB are identical. Since the
analysis in this work makes use of 2D models only, the same model represents both rovers. Due to RB’s status as quasi-reference system and
its proven mobility performance, this configuration is always referred
to as RB but the results are valid for ExoMars too.
Nexus 6
The same applies to Nexus 6 (Yoshida and Hamano, 2002) which is
identical in 2D to RCL-E (Fig. 3.2). RCL-E was given priority because
of its role as an ExoMars design option and ASL’s participation in ESA
projects.
Nexus 6 has a suspension consisting of two coupled parallelogram bogies. However, the upper parallelogram is connected to the body and
the differential lever at the rear, rendering the parallelogram immobile
as long as left and right suspension move over identical terrain geometry. This is common to both systems because the transversal rear
bogie of RCL-E does not move either on such terrain. Because of the
clear design analogies, the results of the 2D analysis of RCL-E are also
applicable to Nexus 6.
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ExoMars (3-Bogie)

(a)
RB

(b)

Figure 3.1: Comparison of ExoMars and RB. Left: transversal bogie and differential are active which puts the front bogies at different heights; center/right:
transversal bogie and differential are in initial position (inactive) and bogies therefore at the same height which leads to identical 2D models.
Nexus 6

(a)
RCL-E

(b)

Figure 3.2: Comparison of Nexus 6 and RCL-E. Left: differential and transversal bogie are active which puts the front bogies at different heights; center/right:
differential and transversal bogie are in initial position (inactive) and front bogies
therefore at the same height which leads to identical 2D models.
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Description

The systems briefly introduced above are described in more detail in this
section 2 .
CJ-1
This rover was proposed in (Chen and Wang, 2007) as a candidate for a
Chinese lunar rover. Information about the system is generally sparse.
According to the authors, the initial configuration had the drawback
to distribute load unequally to the wheels and to have low obstacle
climbing capabilities. The authors claim to have solved these problems
through optimization and show a schematic of the altered configuration.
Even a prototype of CJ-1 during obstacle negotiation is depicted but
results are provided for simulation only and in confusing format.
The suspension consists of a coupled positive - negative (inverted)
quadrilateral lever mechanism. Left and right suspension are identical and linked by a differential.
CRAB
The CRAB (Thueer et al., 2006b) was developed at ASL. The evolution
of the system and how simulation was used to improve the performance
is described in (Thueer et al., 2007). The CRAB is a functional research
platform equipped with different types of sensors (IMU, camera) and
is being used for work on terrain classification.
The suspension consists of two parallelogram bogies which are connected by two joints (colored white in Fig. 3.3). The top joint is a
normal pivot while the lower one is a double-joint which connects the
wheel as well. The distances between the vertical bars are set to 13 and
2
3 of the bogie length which leads to equal loading of all wheels. Left
and right suspension are identical and linked by a differential.
Marsokhod
Marsokhod (Kemurdjian et al., 1992) consists of an articulated frame
with two segments that move relative to each other and three pairs of
independently driven wheels. The steering capabilities are limited to
skid steering.
Due to the articulated frame, the payload area is segmented (front/rear).
This is unfavorable because it limits the effective payload volume and
2 The level of detail in the description of the systems varies greatly due to available
information.
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1/3 L

2/3 L

Figure 3.3: Suspension of the CRAB.

maximum size of devices. Another disadvantage is that the CoG of
each segment has to be at 32 of the segment length towards the outer
wheels to have equal load on all wheels.
PEGASUS (Micro5)
PEGASUS (Kuroda et al., 1999) is basically a four wheel vehicle with
a pivot at the front between left and right side to allow adaptation to
uneven terrain. In order to increase terrainability, the designers added
a fifth wheel in the center which is also connected to the pivot by means
of a rigid bar.
PEGASUS’ payload area is segmented (left/right) which is considered a
disadvantage because it makes it difficult to accommodate the payload.
RCL-C
Tests with an RCL-C (Kucherenko et al., 2004) breadboard at ASL
showed awfully bad performance during obstacle climbing because of
unfavorable kinematics, and the system was discarded as an ExoMars
design option even by the designers themselves. RCL-C is used in the
static analysis anyway to investigate the cause for the bad performance.
RCL-D
At first, concept D (Kucherenko et al., 2004) was considered the best
option of RCL’s rover study. Therefore, the ExoMaDer breadboard
was built for ESA. Testing was deemed successful with the rover showing good terrainability. However, due to the suspension system’s high
complexity, RCL-D was also discarded and the continued development
resulted in the RCL-E design.

3.2. Description
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RCL-D has a multi-leverage suspension system which is designed to
provide vertical displacement of all wheels. Left and right suspension
are identical and linked by a differential.
RCL-E
RCL-E (Kucherenko et al., 2004) was considered the best design option
for the ExoMars mission until deficiencies in stability were discovered
during the chassis trade-off (Michaud et al., 2007). This problem was
solved by replacing the parallelogram bogies by regular bogies which resulted in the 3-Bogie design for ExoMars (Michaud et al., 2008). See 3.1
on ExoMars and Nexus 6 for more details about RCL-E’s suspension.
This study investigates more than the stability and it was started before
the ExoMars configuration was changed. Therefore, RCL-E is included
in the full analysis.
Rover bogie (RB)
NASA’s rocker bogie configuration (Lindemann and Voorhees, 2005;
Fiorini, 2000) has already been successfully employed three times in
Mars missions in the form of the rovers Sojourner, Spirit and Opportunity. The next rocker bogie rover, the Mars Science Lab, is scheduled
to launch in 2009. Test systems like Rocky 7 and FIDO have also been
mentioned in literature. Thus, RB has become the quasi-reference system to which other rovers have to be compared. Unfortunately, little
data is available about the mobility performance of RB and it has to
be considered that the various RB rovers of NASA differ significantly
in size.
The RB configuration consists of a rocker and a bogie. They are linked
by a pivot which allows the wheels to keep contact with the ground in
uneven terrain. The wheel spacing is different on the various implementations of RB. If the distances are not equal, the position of the center
of mass has to be chosen accordingly to get equal load on all wheels.
Left and right suspension are identical and linked by a differential.
Shrimp/SOLERO
Shrimp and SOLERO, developed at ASL, are based on the same configuration (Siegwart et al., 2002; Michaud et al., 2002) but they differ
in size. The spring in the fork at the front is used to distribute the load
equally to all wheels. This leads to excellent step climbing capabilities.
Unfortunately, the wheels are aligned in three tracks. With two steerings only, front and rear, the lateral wheels are subject to skidding in
order to follow a curved trajectory. While small obstacles might pass
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under a rover with two suspensions (left/right), this is not possible in
the case of the Shrimp.
The Shrimp is one of the few rough terrain robotic platforms available
as a product (BlueBotics, 2008).
The suspension consists of a quadrilateral mechanism at the front and
one parallelogram bogie on each side. The rear wheel is directly connected to the body structure. No differential is required.
WMR
Information on this rover is also sparse. The suspension of the wheeled
mobile robot (WMR) proposed by (Woo et al., 2006) consists of a four
bar linkage with a limited pin joint. The design and optimization processes are described in broad detail, the evaluation of the prototype,
however, is limited to a pass/fail table. Left and right suspension are
identical and linked by a differential.
Four wheel vehicle
Vehicles with more than three wheels need a suspension to keep contact
with the ground on all wheels. The three rovers, Nomad (Apostolopoulos, 2001), Dune-Explorer (Ishigami et al., 2007), and K11 (Lachat
et al., 2006), are examples of possible four wheel configurations. As
shown above, the 2D model of these vehicles is the same as the model of
a car which means that the suspension does not act in the longitudinal
direction and does not increase obstacle climbing capabilities. However,
all three rovers have a passive suspension system which enables them to
move safely on rough terrain. While Nomad and Dune-Explorer have
differentials between the left and right suspension, K11 has a passive
linkage between front and rear axle.

3.3

Rover breadboard

For the validation of the simulation results, a modular hardware system was
developed that allows for easy reconfiguration of the suspension type. All four
rovers, namely CRAB, RB, RCL-E, and ExoMars (3-Bogie), are depicted in
Fig. 3.4 on flat ground and during step climbing.

3.3.1

Mechanics

The mechanics were designed in a modular way in order to keep the number of
parts and the technical complexity low. By exchanging the suspension parts,

3.3. Rover breadboard
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Figure 3.4: The four configurations of the modular hardware system (from top):
CRAB, RB (rocker bogie), ExoMars (3-Bogie), RCL-E.

the four different rovers can be configured while keeping the key parameters
footprint, total mass (within 0.3 kg), and CoG constant. The numerical
values of the main parameters are given in Table 3.4 and the coordinate
system is defined in Fig. 3.5.
The whole system consists of the following modules:
Rover body containing all electronics.
6 wheel drive units.
4 steering units.
1 differential mechanism for CRAB and RB.
1 set of parallelogram bogies for CRAB.
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Table 3.4: Main parameters of the modular hardware system.
total mass

17.5

CoG X

0.228

CoG Y

0.0

CoG Z

0.123

track length

0.456

track width

0.38

wheel stance

0.228

wheel diameter

0.11

wheel width

0.07

max. torque

5.49

max. speed

0.15

max. step obstacle (kinematics)

> 0.11

kg
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
Nm
m/s
m

z
y

x

Figure 3.5: Hardware coordinate system.

2 rockers for RB.
1 transversal rear and 2 lateral parallelogram bogies for RB, RCL-E,
and ExoMars which can be blocked and used as regular bogies.
Slight differences in mass occur due to the different suspension parts but
the deviation is negligible with only 0.3 kg compared to the total mass of
17.5 kg. Consequently, the mass in the 2D models amounts to 8.8 kg.
The suspension geometry was designed to enable passing over a step of
at least one wheel diameter which serves as the benchmark obstacle. The
steering geometry allows decreasing the steering radius continuously to zero
for turning on spot.

3.3. Rover breadboard

3.3.2
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Electronics

The electronics components used on the breadboard are depicted in Fig. 3.6.
A single board computer (ReadyBoard 800 by Ampro) running Linux
is used as the central control unit on the rover. It communicates with the
motor controllers (EPOS by Maxon) via CAN bus. The EPOS control six
drive and four steering motors which are identical (brushless EC 45 flat by
Maxon) save for the gearbox ratio. The reduction on the steering is bigger to
assure enough torque to resist external load. At startup the steerings have to
be initialized because the motor encoders provide the relative position only.
Therefore, an inductive sensor (IFRM04 by Baumer) was integrated in the
steering unit to detect when the home position is reached.
The onboard computer communicates via wireless connection with the
remote computer of the operator which sends inputs and receives sensor measurements for data logging.
rover
CAN

ReadyBoard 800

10x EPOS 24/1

remote computer

h

er
de

r

w
po

co

itc

w

es

en

m

er
w
r
de
co
en

EC flat 45
163:1

ho

po

6x drive unit

wireless

4x steering unit

EC flat 45
190:1

IFRM04

Figure 3.6: Rover electronics.

PC with GUI
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Software

The rover control software makes use of the Carmen framework (Carmen,
2008) which provides simple means of communication based on IPC (inter
process communication). Therefore, the software architecture follows a modular approach with a controller module running on the rover, and graphical
user interface (GUI) and logger on the remote computer.
The controller module consists of two parts. The first one is a state
machine which makes sure that the electronics are properly initialized and
homing of the steerings is executed before starting operation. The second
part is the actual control algorithm which converts the two input values,
speed and direction, into six individual drive and four steering commands
(double Ackermann) based on the rover kinematics and the actual state.
These commands are sent via CAN bus to the motor controllers while sensor
information is retrieved, both at a constant frequency which can be defined at
startup. For the validation, the communication frequency was set to 20 Hz.
The sensor readings are converted to standard units and sent to the logger
module.
The operator can control the rover by means of a GUI which runs on a
remote computer. The initialization and homing procedures can be started
and the basic inputs, traveling speed and heading, can be specified.

3.4

Conclusion

Many researchers have come up with ideas for wheeled, passive locomotion.
However, little effort was made towards standardized evaluation and comparison. In order to provide an overview of existing systems, a comprehensive
selection was presented in this chapter. Most of these systems are used in
the analyses below where their mobility performance is investigated and compared.
In order to verify the simulation results and confirm the validity of newly
introduced metrics, the presented modular hardware system was developed.
Thanks to the easily exchangeable suspension system, four different rover
configurations can be tested and compared.

Chapter 4

Modeling and analysis
Results of tests with real hardware are facts, only the approach how to get
the measurements can be questioned. Therefore, it is desirable to do system
evaluation on a real rover. However, real hardware testing is costly, requires a
lot of manpower and time, and modification of design parameters is difficult.
Further, the system might not exist at the moment when the performance values are already needed. Therefore, researchers and engineers develop models
and make simulations of their systems to predict the performance. The level
of detail varies greatly depending on the questions that have to be answered.
This chapter addresses rover modeling and simulation. Existing and custom tools for rover simulation are presented first. Then, the results from
kinematic and static analyses performed in this work are discussed.

4.1

Simulation tools

A range of simulation tools is being used by roboticists for simulation of
wheeled robots in rough terrain. In this section, an overview of the best
known simulators is given first, along with their main characteristics, advantages and drawbacks. Then, the simulation tools developed and employed in
this work are described in more detail.

4.1.1

Overview of simulators

This overview covers different types of simulators and names the most visible
ones of their kind. They all have in common that they are multi body simulation (MBS) tools which allow for dynamic simulation of complex systems.
They incorporate collision detection systems which are needed to simulate
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wheel ground interaction during motion on uneven terrain. These tools also
have means to visualize the simulation results. Another important feature is
their ability to handle closed loop kinematics which is indispensable to model
rovers.
ADAMS by MSC Software is a well-known MBS tool and it is considered the standard in many industry sectors. It uses the Euler-Lagrange
method to automatically formulate the equations of motion and the user
can choose from a number of numerical integrators to solve the system
of nonlinear differential-algebraic equations. Nevertheless, processing
the results can be very time consuming. ADAMS can load rovers of
any topology; however, it takes a big effort to design a new model and
prepare a simulation.
(Lindemann, 2005) describes dynamic simulation of the MER rovers
with ADAMS. By performing correlation with the test model, several
aspects, which included uncertain parameters in the model, were fine
tuned to improve the simulation accuracy. The results were very satisfying showing the tool’s utility in the design phase of a mission, investigating system limitations, predicting system resource utilization,
and exploring capabilities of the system in environments that are not
readily achieved on Earth.
While ADAMS showed to be very powerful and capable of producing
adequate results for rover simulation, it is not suited for comparison
of several systems due to the enormous effort required to set up the
models and the long simulation times.
SIMPACK by INTEC is another commercially available MBS product. (Gibbesch et al., 2006) describe a rover simulation environment
based on SIMPACK. In their work, the simulation was extended by a
complex wheel terrain interaction model which allows for more accurate
simulation of the rover traversing loose soil.
While the processing would be fast enough for simulation of several
rovers, the generation of models is complex and therefore, the tool is
not suited for comparative evaluation of systems.
RCAST is a custom tool that was developed by MDA to simulate
the ExoMars rover (Bauer et al., 2005). It makes use of Matlab’s
SimMechanics toolbox as MBS engine as well as another commercially
available product to model wheel soil interaction. The reliability of the
contact model was verified by means of experimental results. RCAST
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is used to support rover design and optimization and allows integration
and testing of sophisticated control algorithms.
RCAST is dedicated to a specific rover and is therefore not an appropriate tool for extensive rover comparison.
3DROV is a comprehensive rover simulation tool developed by ESA to
simulate the ExoMars rover (Poulakis et al., 2008). The physical modeling is based on the commercial product 20sim by Controllab Products.
3DROV is not only used for simulation of locomotion but for the entire system. It is integrated in ESA’s simulation framework SIMSAT,
allows for simulations of different levels of fidelity depending on the
application, and supports hardware in the loop simulation.
As a dedicated simulator of a complete system, 3DROV is not suited
for performance evaluation of several systems.
ROAMS (Rover Analysis, Modeling and Simulation Software)
is a custom tool to simulate JPL’s rocker bogie rovers (Yen et al.,
1999; Huntsberger et al., 2008). One of the goals of ROAMS is to
support the early development, testing, and maturation of new rover
technologies for eventual transfer for mission use. ROAMS includes
models for various subsystems and components of the robotic vehicle
including its mechanical subsystem, an electrical subsystem, internal
and external sensors, onboard resources, onboard control software, the
terrain environment and the terrain/vehicle interactions.
The physical simulation of the rover is based on JPL’s DARTS multi
body engine which supports very general multi body topologies. The
wheel ground interaction is modeled as a compliant spring-damper system (Sohl and Jain, 2005) that is combined with a terramechanics model
to compute the maximum available traction force at each contact and
to estimate the wheel sinkage into the terrain. To make ROAMS acceptable for mission development and operational testing, parameters
were validated through numerous experimental results.
ROAMS aims at precise simulation of one system and is a highly dedicated simulation tool. Even though it is modular and new rover configurations can be integrated, too much manual work would be required
to prepare a comparison of several rovers.
Open Dynamics Engine (ODE) is used as a representative of the
physics libraries (Smith, 2000). These libraries are developed for games
and therefore aim at high processing speed rather than accuracy. Physics
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libraries create reality-like motion, bodies have inertias and can be connected by different types of joints, but the underlying models include
approximations that are not suited for evaluation of real mechanical
properties. Due to the very realistic behavior and the real-time capabilities, however, simulation environments based on physics libraries
are ideal candidates for development and testing of control algorithms.
Obviously, many powerful tools with a wide range of interesting features have
been developed for simulation of mobile robots. However, all of them have
crucial drawbacks which make them unsuitable for comparison of numerous
systems, for example, most of these simulators are dedicated to one specific
system and changing the rover configuration is time-consuming, or the processing is not fast enough for big numbers of simulations. Another important
aspect is that several of these tools are proprietary and not accessible by
other researchers. Therefore, a custom tool which fits the required criteria
had to developed. It is described in the next section.

4.1.2

2D static tool

The tool used for the static analysis, the performance optimization tool
(POT), is described in (Krebs et al., 2006). For the sake of completeness, a
summary of its features is given here as well as a description of the improved
functionalities.
But first, it has to be pointed out that there is a fundamental difference
between dynamic simulation and static analysis which has confused many
people in recent years.
In dynamic simulation, bodies move after receiving force and torque
inputs, e.g., contact forces or motor torques. The equations of motion
describe the behavior of a system and its state change between two
steps of simulation. The new state is the output of the simulation.
In a static analysis, nothing moves. The system has a defined state,
e.g., a vehicle on a terrain. The forces and torques which maintain
the system in the current state are calculated. This is the output.
Thus, no state change occurs and no control algorithms are required.
A static simulation is a sequence of analyses which are independent
from one another. In the case of rover evaluation, the displacement of
the rover has no physical meaning, the simulation settings define the
displacement, e.g., move rover by a defined distance along the terrain.
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Overview

The POT was developed in the frame of the ESA project Rover Chassis
Evaluation Tools (RCET) as part of a set of complementary tools for rover
performance analysis. It is a tool to support rover evaluation in early design
phases which have two elementary features: a big set of candidate systems
exists; information about the final design is sparse and a lot of parameters
are yet to be defined. Thus the POT allows for simple and quick modeling
of different designs as well as fast processing of the simulations. For this
purpose, the POT provides the user with several modules which are depicted
in Fig. 4.1.
As part of the RCET, the POT modules store all data in the central
RCET database. For rover design, the 2D Rover I/F provides a graphical
user interface where rovers can be easily configured based on a set of standard
elements and joints. The 2D Simulator is another user interface used to
define a simulation by combining rover, terrain type, and metrics. Several
simulations can be collected and executed in a batch. The 2D Simulator
calls the 2DS which is the simulation engine that executes the simulation.
Two different types of visualization of the results are possible, either in the
2D Player in form of an animated 3D model of the rover or in Matlab as
graphs of the numerical values, such as torques or normal forces.
The simulation engine is the actual core of the analysis tool. It incorporates two basic functionalities: determining the rover’s state on the terrain
which is done by the kinematics module; creating and solving the equation
system which is done by the statics module. The interaction between these
modules is depicted in Fig. 4.2 and both modules are described below.

further RCET tools

RCET DB

TPM, 3D simulator
SWT, SLT

rover models,
results

2D Rover I/F

visualization of results
generation of graphs

2DS I/F

graphical rover
design

simulator interface

2D Player

2DS

3D visualization
of rover

simulation engine
statics/kinematics

POT

solver
Matlab

Figure 4.1: Modules of the performance optimization tool POT.
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2DS

input
rover model
terrain
desired position

statics module
generate equations
update state

initialization
kinematics module
place rover on terrain
extract state

á,â
ã1,ã2,ã3

Ax=b

solver

forces, torques

Figure 4.2: 2DS architecture.

4.1.2.2

2DS kinematics module

The kinematics module (KM) handles the placement of the rover on a terrain
at a given position and extracts its state which is passed to the statics module.
Inputs to the kinematics module are rover and terrain model from which
internal representations are derived. In order to fit the rover on the terrain, one reference is needed which defines the position. Typically, one of
the wheels is taken as reference. Since rovers are statically determinate systems, in this context the over actuation can be neglected, the state at a
given position is unique. Several possibilities to find this state exist. Due to
its simple implementation, the brute force option was chosen at first. This
method searches the whole solution space by varying the orientation angle
of all parts within a certain range until the solution is found, i.e., all wheels
touch the ground and the structure conforms to the model definition. The
problem is that the search space increases exponentially with the number of
mobile parts and thus scales badly with increased model complexity. A special model mode was added to reduce the number of variable angles but these
models are difficult to create and require user input. This is not effective for
evaluation of new systems. Therefore, the KM was redesigned and based on
another modeling method.
The new technique is similar to force-directed placement or mass-spring
systems which are widely used in physics simulations. The new implementation represents the rover as a collection of nodes connected by bars. If the
reference node is moved, the adjoining bars are deformed. An iterative algorithm calculates the new position of the nodes by minimizing the difference
between initial and current length of the bars until the error reaches a certain
threshold. Thus every bar tries to push or pull the node in order to restore
its initial length. Fig. 4.3 shows the displacement of a node from nold to
nnew . The correction vectors ∆d (red, dashed) are summed up and divided
by the number of adjoining bars which results in the final displacement d
(blue, solid).
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dinitial

Äd

nold

d
nnew

Figure 4.3: 2DS: node update implementation in the second version of the KM.

The new version of the KM is generic and thus capable of simulating
mechanisms of any complexity. Scaling is not excellent, but not a critical
issue either. The algorithm can be run on standard computers and the whole
static analysis presented below was done with this version.
4.1.2.3

2DS statics module

The statics module (SM) composes the equation system, updates it with the
current state of the rover and handles the communication with the solver.
First, the SM loads the rover model and creates its specific internal representation. Every loaded element is checked for joint definitions and neighboring elements, and added to a tree-like structure. This way, kinematic loops
can be detected and treated accordingly. Then, the model is analyzed and
checked with respect to the number of degrees of freedom. If the system is
found to have the correct number of DoF, the equations are rearranged to
conform to the solver’s input format. When the SM receives the state of the
rover from the KM, the equations are updated and passed to the solver which
returns the output, forces and torques, to the SM.
In 2D, every body has three DoF and its state can be described by three
equations. Contacts and joints add constraints, that is parameters. The
number of parameters and equations per constraint depends on its type which
defines how many DoF it eliminates. The system’s DoF are calculated in 2D
with Gruebler’s formula as:
f = 3 · (nB − nG − 1) +

nG
X

fGi

i=1

where f
nB
nG
fG i

:
:
:
:

system’s DoF,
number of bodies (including ground),
number of joints,
number of DoF of joint i.

(4.1)
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f = 0 means that a mechanical structure is statically stable and cannot move.
A mobile system has to have f = 1 which enables motion. On wheeled robots,
this DoF is one of the wheel joints. However, there is no interest in a free
moving vehicle; therefore, the wheel is actuated by a motor which enables
controlled motion. In reality, terrainability is increased by actively driving
all wheels which makes rovers over-constrained and statically indeterminate
(f < 1). This is taken into account in the SM’s DoF check. If the check
is successful, the equation system is composed, otherwise the rover model is
rejected and cannot be simulated.
For the generation of the equation system, the motors have to be included
in the form of additional parameters. This leads to a bigger number of
parameters than equations and solving the equation system cannot be done
by just inverting the system matrix. Either (nm − 1) motor torques (nm
being the number of motors) are selected by the user and input directly to
the system, or an optimization is required to find the torques according to
a given criterion. One approach to finding a solution for this problem is
described in detail in 2.2.2.1. This is the method which is used by default
in the 2DS. However, since Matlab is used as a solver, the approach can be
easily changed by modifying the appropriate script file.
One important aspect about static indeterminacy has to be pointed out
here. The parallelogram bogie, which is often used in rover suspensions, is
statically indeterminate because of redundancy in the joints. Any suspension
which includes a parallelogram bogie would fail the DoF check. Therefore, the
parallelogram bogie is provided as a predefined element in the 2D Rover I/F
and treated accordingly in the SM. A preprocessed equation system, which
is free of redundancies, is used to describe the parallelogram bogie and can
be included in the static model.
Thanks to the generic implementation of model loading and checking as
well as static model generation, the SM is capable of handling all kinds of
rover configurations. The predefined element for the parallelogram bogie is
a very useful special feature that is needed to model several of the systems
which are analyzed in this work. In general, as it is shown in the analysis
below, the POT turned out to be a valuable tool for performance evaluation
of a big selection of rovers.

4.1.3

Working Model 2D

Working Model 2D (WM2D) is a commercial MBS software by DesignSimulation (Design-Simulation, 2008). Obviously, WM2D is limited to two
dimensional models but compared to the above presented MBS tools, models
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can be set up very quickly and simulation is fast. These features make WM2D
an ideal software for comparison of several rovers. In this context, WM2D
was not directly used for the evaluation of the rovers. It served as support
and validation tool by providing rover states and slip values. The model
to calculate the performance metric was implemented manually in Matlab.
WM2D provides a simple but effective interface to Matlab which allows for
system independent extension of the simulation, e.g., control algorithms implemented in Matlab scripts.
WM2D is an easy to use tool (Fig. 4.4). It provides geometric primitives
to design a system but it also reads DXF files to import CAD data which
provides more flexibility in designing the model. The user can assign the most
important physical properties to each body like mass or friction coefficient.
The moment of inertia is derived automatically from mass and geometric
properties. The bodies can then be connected with standard joints provided
by WM2D. So-called measures can be defined to access current parameter
values which can be displayed in WM2D or passed to another application
through the communication interface. At the same interface, parameters can
be received and assigned to WM2D variables, called controls, that can be
added to motors and serve as inputs.
controls

measures

Matlab interface

geometric
primitives

outputs

joints
inputs

Figure 4.4: WM2D user interface.
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A very useful feature of WM2D is that it also comes with collision detection. Therefore, the simulation is ready to be run as soon as rover and terrain
are modeled. The contacts are defined by coefficients of static and kinetic
friction as well as an elasticity factor. In order to speed up the simulation,
the user can define which bodies are subject to collision detection.
Finally, the common simulation parameters can be specified to tune the
performance, for example, step size, integrator, fixed/variable step, or overlap
error.

4.2

Static analysis

The objective of the static analysis was to investigate the terrainability of
rovers in terms of stability and obstacle climbing. A wide range of rovers was
included in this analysis not only to evaluate their relative performance but
also to stress the value of a tool that allows for a fast comparative analysis.
The slow traveling speed of rovers justifies the use of static models for
certain types of analyses. Furthermore, some rover configurations in this
work are only ideas which have not yet been designed in detail, that means,
the information to generate a complex model is not available. The time and
effort to generate dynamic models of all configurations used here would not
fit into the trade-off phase of rover designs in which a comparative analysis
should be carried out, and to get good results from dynamic simulations,
models of motors and contacts as well as a motion controller should already
be available.
Therefore, the static analysis was identified as a useful and appropriate
means for investigation of locomotion performance to conduct a comparison.
Another key aspect to be highlighted is that the results of the static analysis
describe the performance of the mechanical structure itself since no controller
is needed for simulation.

4.2.1

Approach and metrics

This analysis is based on the work presented in (Thueer et al., 2006a) which
was extended by additional suspension configurations. The focus is strictly
on six wheel rovers, except for a simple four wheel vehicle version which
is used as a reference and the five wheel PEGASUS. For reasons of consistency, the dimensions of all configurations are adapted to the size of the ASL
breadboard.
The POT software (see 4.1.2) was used for the simulations. Thanks to the
2D Rover I/F the models could be generated graphically. The static model
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was then derived automatically by the simulation tool. Even though static
models are not very complicated, generating the equation system of 18 configurations (modifications not included) would have taken a long time. The
processing of the simulations was fast and the results could be conveniently
analyzed in Matlab. As it was mentioned above, the POT applies an optimization on the wheel torques that minimizes the required friction coefficient
in order to solve the problem of static indeterminacy.
The first metric of interest was static stability (see 2.2.2.5). Up- and
downhill stability were assessed. SS is defined as the angle at which one of
the normal forces becomes zero. It can be used to calculate the stability
margin on sloped terrain.
Further, the performance with respect to obstacle climbing was evaluated.
The two metrics used to define obstacle climbing capability were friction
requirement and maximum torque. A step, the height of a wheel diameter
(0.11 m), was selected as benchmark obstacle. Several features make the step
well suited for performance evaluation:
The step is a defined geometrical shape which can be easily reproduced
in other simulations or reality and it can be scaled to other dimensions.
The same conclusion was drawn by (McBride et al., 2003) who say
that “it was deemed beneficial to use idealized obstacles such as steps,
ditches or slopes because they represent simple yet practical geometries
that can be easily parameterized and are thus attractive for baseline
studies.”
An obstacle with a vertical surface is a worst case scenario that requires
maximum performance.
The climbing phases of all wheels are clearly separated which is advantageous for analysis.
No coupling effects occur. On a bump obstacle, for example, the front
wheel is descending while the rear wheel is climbing. These events are
coupled and influenced by the dimension of the obstacle.
The friction requirement metric µreq is defined as the minimum required
friction coefficient for obstacle traversing (see 2.2.2.1). If this value is small, it
means that the rover is less likely to encounter a situation in unknown terrain
where it starts slipping. This information is more general than a pass/fail
result from a dynamic simulation on one specific terrain and therefore well
suited for comparison.
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The maximum required torque is a key parameter for the selection of
actuators, electronic and mechanical components. Therefore, the metric Tmax
provides valuable performance information (see 2.2.2.2).

4.2.2

Static models

The following tables show the models generated by means of the 2D Rover I/F.
Tab. 4.1 and 4.2 contain the models of the existing rovers described in chapter 3. The configurations in Tab. 4.3 and 4.4 are new concepts.
One important point to highlight is that all configurations like the CRAB
where front and rear part of the suspension are joined at the middle wheel
need a double joint at this location. One joint links the two suspension parts,
the other joint connects the wheel to the structure. On most of the pictures
of these models the two joints cannot be distinguished.
Fig. 4.5 depicts the common features of the 2DS models. The same wheels
(W = 0.11 m, m = 1 kg) are used on all rovers with the same spacing
(lW S = 0.228 m) except for configurations CJ-1 and CJ-X. The Z coordinate
of the payload zP L is chosen such that the CoG is located at zCoG = 0.122 m
above ground and exactly above the middle wheel. The payload mass M and
the wheel masses m sum up to the total target mass of 8.8 kg (2D) which is
equally distributed to all wheels. These dimensions correspond to the ASL
breadboard.

M
zPL

CoG
zCoG

m
z

m

m ø
W

x
lWS

lWS

Figure 4.5: Common features of 2DS models.
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Table 4.1: 2DS models of existing rovers part I.
CJ-1
The exact dimensions of CJ-1 were not published,
thus, some dimensions had to be assumed and fitted
to the ASL breadboard size. Front and rear wheel
stance are of different length but the load is equally
distributed to all wheels.
CRAB
The CRAB model makes use of the predefined parallelogram bogie element to avoid static indeterminacy. The top joint connecting the two bogies is
located between the horizontal bogie elements contrary to the schematic above where it is located at
the top to make it better visible.
Marsokhod
Half the payload was attached to each of the segments at 23 of the wheel stance from the middle
wheel to get equal load on all wheels. The two segments are both free to rotate about the middle wheel
pivot.
PEGASUS (Micro5)
The center wheel of the PEGASUS was modeled as a
complete additional wheel in 2D. The pivot to which
it is attached is located at the front of the vehicle
where the left and right suspension are connected
on the real rover.
RCL-C
It is difficult to see from this model which parts are
rigid and which are linked by a pivot. The schematic
in 3.1 makes such details better visible.

RCL-D
RCL-D is not fully symmetrical. The connection
between central vertical bar and the horizontal main
element is necessary to get a stable system.
RCL-E
RCL-E makes use of the predefined parallelogram
bogie element. The bogie is linked to the rear wheel
without compliance in 2D. The body is attached to
that rigid link.
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Table 4.2: 2DS models of existing rovers part II.
Rocker bogie (RB)
Compared to most of the real RB rovers the wheel
stance is equal at front and rear. The body is attached to the rocker.

Shrimp
The Shrimp is difficult to model in 2D due to its
wheel arrangement in three tracks. This model basically represents an eight wheel rover. Therefore,
the performance results are on the optimistic side of
what is to expected. The spring is not a standard
feature of the 2DS, a special mode was implemented
to simulate the Shrimp.
WMR
The proportions of the WMR model are taken from
the optimized version provided in literature but the
model was scaled to ASL breadboard dimensions.
Some minor modifications were necessary to get
equal load on all wheels.
Four wheel vehicle
The four wheel vehicle is a reference configuration. Only increased performance relative to the
four wheel vehicle justifies employing a complex suspension configuration.

Table 4.3: 2DS models of additional rover concepts part I.
CJ-X
CJ-X is a variant of CJ-1 without the inverted
quadrilateral mechanism. As such, it is similar to
RCL-E which also consists of a parallel mechanism
and a rocker.
CRAB-B
The CRAB-B configuration makes use of modified
parallelogram bogies where the upper bar is split
into two elements. By setting the proportions of
these segments accordingly, the trajectory of the
wheels can be changed. In this configuration the
wheels move on an almost vertical line up to one
wheel diameter.
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Table 4.4: 2DS models of additional rover concepts part II.
CRAB-BT
This configuration combines two bogie types, regular and parallelogram bogie. Configurations with
both types showed good as well as bad performance.
Therefore, the combination of both types is investigated here.
CRAB-S
In order to simplify the CRAB’s suspension, the parallelogram bogies were replaced by regular bogies.
As can be seen, the distance between middle wheel
and pivot is only about 13 of the bogie length, contrary to the 23 on the CRAB. With the pivots at
2
, the normal force on the middle wheel is negative,
3
even on flat ground. The payload causes the triangle
to open up where it is attached to the bogies, inducing moments which reduce the load on the middle
wheel. To counter this effect, the pivots have to be
located closer to the middle wheel.
CRAB-V
The V-bogies were introduced by (Slade et al., 2007)
in order to increase the stability of RCL-E. This
configuration is used to check the impact of V-bogies
on CRAB’s performance. CRAB-V does not have
the 32 − 13 proportions because they do not lead to
equal loading on all wheels.
STEPH
The STEPH configuration is similar to RCL-D but
the linking of the front and rear suspension elements
is solved differently. One of the pivots above the
middle wheel was removed to handle the problem of
static indeterminacy.

4.2.3

Simulation results

4.2.3.1

Stability analysis

The stability angles for up- and downhill slopes are listed in Tab. 4.5, sorted
in descending order. The separation lines indicate mean SS (θSS ) as well as
standard deviation (σθSS ). The stability values are rather high with mean
values of 50.11◦ and 48.78◦ for up- and downhill slopes respectively. This
is because the CoG of the breadboard to which the simulation models were
adapted is relatively low.
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I) General stability comparison
The four wheel vehicle serves as reference. Its stability based on the static
model is identical with the result from the geometric approach, and up- and
downhill stability reach the maximum of 57◦ . The results in Tab. 4.5 show
that articulated suspension systems lead to reduced stability. Apparently,
the suspensions have a negative impact on the load distribution such that
the normal forces become zero already at lower slope angles. Unfortunately,
it is not possible to provide an intuitive explanation for this effect. The
example of the rather simple rocker bogie rover discussed above (see p. 19)
demonstrates the inherent complexity of such systems; it shows that the
stability is a result of the interactions between different subsystems which
are difficult to understand without an appropriate model.
It was to be expected that the uphill stability of configurations like RB
or RCL-E is good since they have no compliance in the rear part of the
suspension. The same applies to CJ-X on a downhill slope. However, the
second stability angle of those configurations is rather low.
A similar relationship can be observed with respect to CJ-1 with 56◦ uphill
versus 36◦ downhill SS. This is most likely linked to the fact that CJ-1 does
not have equal wheel stance. Obviously, the rear wheel stance is bigger (0.249
m) leading to increased uphill stability.
CRAB, CRAB-B, and CRAB-S are symmetric configurations save for a
small detail. The body has to be attached to either front or rear part of the
suspension. The impact of the attachment position, which is at the front part
on all three configurations, is interesting. While up- and downhill stability
of CRAB (51◦ ) and CRAB-B (53◦ ) are equal, CRAB-S has a better stability
on a negative slope (56◦ ).
RCL-D is not symmetric but it remains stable up to 52◦ up- and downhill.
The Shrimp is also one of those configurations that do not have a compliance at the rear. Still, its uphill stability is significantly lower (49◦ ). This
is caused by the internal force generated by the spring which makes the fork
lifting the Shrimp at the front. This leads to reduced uphill stability. The
downhill stability is quite low too because the spring supports the rover’s
mass on downhill slopes only up to 32◦ . The parameter to change the size
of a spring generated force is the spring constant but since equal load on all
wheels of the Shrimp is only possible thanks to the spring, the strength of
the spring is predefined. If the whole fork is removed, the 2D model of the
Shrimp is equal to RCL-E which has good stability. This means that the fork
with the spring makes the Shrimp an excellent step climber, but at the price
of reduced stability.
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Table 4.5: Static stability results.
rover

θSSU [◦ ]

rover

θSSD [◦ ]

4 wheel vehicle
RCLE
Marsokhod
CJ-1

57
57
57
56

4 wheel vehicle
Marsokhod
CRAB-S
CJ-X

57
57
56
56

RB
CRAB-B
RCLD
CRAB-S
CRAB
Shrimp

55
53
52
52
51
49

STEPH
PEGASUS
CRAB-B
RCLD
CRAB
WMR

56
54
53
52
51
48

PEGASUS
CJ-X
CRAB-V
WMR
RCLC
STEPH

49
47
44
44
43
42

CRAB-V
RCLC
RCLE
RB
CJ-1
CRAB-BT

47
47
44
42
36
34

CRAB-BT

30

Shrimp

32

θSSU
σθSSU

49.35
7.20

θSSD
σθSSD

48.35
8.25

PEGASUS has good stability in both directions but it is lower than stability of the four wheel vehicle even though it does not have compliances on
the main structure.
The V-bogie design was proposed to increase stability of parallelogram
type bogies by generating higher contact force on the down slope wheel compared to equal normal forces on a regular parallelogram bogie. However,
on the CRAB-V configuration this effect leads to significantly reduced stability. Considering uphill stability, the rear wheel receives more load while
important load is taken off the front wheel which then looses ground contact
already at low angles.
STEPH is another one of those configurations with dissimilar stability
characteristics, with low 42◦ uphill and high 56◦ downhill SS. Even though
the model looks symmetric it has to be pointed out that only the rear part
has a pivot above the middle wheel which explains the unequal stability
performance.
RCL-C and WMR both have no great stability, but CRAB-BT has by far
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the lowest stability values of the six wheel configurations.
Just evaluating stability is certainly not enough to select a suspension
type for a new rover. But with specific requirements the number of candidate systems can be narrowed because, as the analysis shows, significant
differences in stability exist and can be detected.
II) Detailed stability comparison of CRAB, RB, and RCL-E
One interesting result of this analysis is that the relative performance of
CRAB, RB, and RCL-E is different than expected from previous comparison. As it was mentioned in the description of the systems (see 3.2), RCL-E
showed downhill stability problems during the ExoMars suspension trade-off
which the 3-Bogie (RB) did not. The results presented here, however, show
that both configurations have similar downhill stability. Thus, additional
simulations were run to investigate this problem.
Obviously, the former models and the current configuration differ in the
CoG Z coordinate and the payload to total mass ratio. This ratio is about 0.83
on the ExoMars models while it is only 0.5 on the models corresponding to
the ASL breadboard. Therefore, two new models were created and simulated,
both with increased payload mass but one with a low and the other with a
high CoG. The results from this comparison are listed in Tab. 4.6.
It can be seen that the increased payload leads to lower stability in general
and that the Z position of the CoG can have a considerable impact on the
stability. The relative performance of the configurations with low CoG is
consistent with the results above, that is, the stability of RB and RCL-E is
similar. The simulations of the second configuration confirm the results from
previous work which means that RB has the best downhill stability of the
three configurations. The high CoG leads to a difference of 12◦ compared to
RCL-E and since RB’s downhill stability is not influenced by the CoG’s Z
position, it has a better downhill stability than CRAB too.
The impact of the Z position of the CoG on the stability depends on the
Table 4.6: Impact of CoG on SS for CRAB, RB, and RCL-E with increased mass.
rover

low CoG
θSSU [◦ ]
θSSD [◦ ]

high CoG
θSSU [◦ ]
θSSD [◦ ]

CRAB

46

45

34

33

RB

54

39

41

38

RCL-E

56

39

42

26
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rover and leads to completely different performance rankings which raises the
question of the sensitivity of the results to modification of key parameters.
This issue is treated in more detail in the sensitivity analysis (see 4.2.3.3).
4.2.3.2

Obstacle climbing

The obstacle negotiation capability is a key feature of a rough terrain vehicle.
In some situations, it might be necessary to climb over an obstacle which
blocks the path to the target position. This capability is quantified here by
means of the metrics friction requirement µreq and maximum torque Tmax
on a step obstacle (Fig. 4.6).

Figure 4.6: Benchmark terrain: step of 0.11 m (wheel diameter).

The results with respect to both metrics are listed in Tab. 4.7. In order to
take the asymmetry of certain structures into account, these configurations
were simulated in forward and backward mode. It is up to the user how he
drives the rover. NASA, for example, is aware that the RB performs better
with the bogie in front but they still drive the MER the other way around.
Apparently, this decision is based on safety considerations to be able to back
out of critical situations.
I) General obstacle climbing comparison
Comparing the performance of the rovers with the performance of a four
wheel vehicle gives an idea of the gain in terrainability thanks to the suspension mechanisms. Therefore, the four wheel vehicle is included as reference
in this comparison too. There is no reason to use a vehicle with a complex
suspension if it requires more friction or torque than a 4WD car, given those
are the most relevant metrics. Of course, other considerations like ground
pressure, which is smaller on a six wheel vehicle, can have an impact on the
selection of the suspension configuration too.
CJ-1 requires the least friction (µreq = 0.57) to climb the test step, however, while driving backward. It needs about as much torque as RB, 1.52 Nm,
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which has a slightly higher µreq of 0.62. The Shrimp, which is also among
the top three performers with respect to both metrics, cannot be compared
directly to the other configurations since its 2D model has four drive wheels
and is longer which facilitates obstacle climbing.
The fact that the Shrimp performs better with the fork at the rear is
surprising but consistent with the results of RCL-E and CJ-X which have
similarities with respect to certain design elements and also climb better
backwards. The RB, however, which is the third configuration consisting
only of a rocker and a bogie, is not even stable while climbing backwards.
The normal force on the middle wheel becomes zero when the first wheel has
to climb the step. Therefore, its performance is not listed in the table but
this observation is important for the validation below.
While WMR and STEPH show good forward performance, µreq around
0.7 and Tmax = 1.57 Nm, their backward performance is bad, µreq > 0.9
and Tmax > 2.16 Nm. In contrast, the symmetric configurations, CRAB,
CRAB-B, and Marsokhod, perform as good as WMR and STEPH, but in
both directions. The same applies to the almost symmetric RCL-D which
performs at a slightly lower level.
CRAB-S has average capabilities with better performance in backward
direction, µreq = 0.78 and Tmax = 1.78 Nm.
As it was mentioned, CJ-X is a very similar design to RCL-E. They both
consist of a parallel mechanism attached to a rocker. Consequently, the
results are the same with good performance only when driving backward,
µreq = 0.79 and Tmax > 1.75 Nm.
The obstacle climbing capabilities of CRAB-BT are as bad as its stability.
The serial connection of the two bogie types does not pay off at all.
RCL-C suffers from instability during forward climbing and the backward
performance is in the mid-range, µreq = 0.8 and Tmax = 1.89 Nm.
The forward performance of PEGASUS is only average, µreq = 0.85 and
Tmax = 1.84 Nm, and it was to be expected that PEGASUS is a bad backward climber because it was designed for one specific direction. The average
performance is linked to a problem of force shifting in the PEGASUS design
PL
which gains importance with increased payload to total mass ratio m
mtot .
The fifth wheel is supposed to increase the mobility compared to a regular
four wheel vehicle. However, since it is linked to the body by means of a free
pivot, the body’s mass does not contribute to the normal force acting on the
wheel in any situation leading to Fb > Fa (see Fig. 4.7 (a)). This design is
similar to a vehicle pulling a trailer with driven wheels or the Shrimp design. The Shimp’s excellent step climbing capabilities would not be possible
without the spring in the fork which prestresses the front wheel. On the
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Table 4.7: Results for friction requirement µreq and maximum torque Tmax .
rover

µreq [-]

rover

Tmax [Nm]

CJ-1 #
RB
Shrimp #
WMR

0.57
0.62
0.65
0.68

Shrimp #
RB
CJ-1 #
Marsokhod

1.40
1.52
1.53
1.54

CRAB
STEPH
CRAB-B
Shrimp
Marsokhod
RCLD #

0.70
0.70
0.72
0.74
0.74
0.76

CRAB
CRAB-B
WMR
STEPH
Shrimp
RCLD #

1.55
1.55
1.56
1.57
1.67
1.73

RCLD
CRAB-S #
RCLE #
CJ-X #
RCLC #
PEGASUS

0.78
0.78
0.79
0.79
0.80
0.85

RCLE #
CRAB-S #
RCLD
CJ-X #
PEGASUS
RCLC #

1.75
1.78
1.79
1.82
1.84
1.89

CRAB-S
CRAB-BT #
CJ-1
CRAB-V
STEPH #
CJ-X

0.86
0.87
0.90
0.91
0.91
0.92

CRAB-S
CRAB-BT #
CRAB-V
CJ-1
CJ-X
STEPH #

2.00
2.00
2.06
2.09
2.15
2.16

RCLE
CRAB-BT
WMR #
PEGASUS #
4 wheel vehicle

0.93
1.00
1.00
1.08
1.22

RCLE
4 wheel vehicle
CRAB-BT
WMR #
PEGASUS #

2.19
2.30
2.34
2.36
2.36

µreq
σµreq

0.82
0.15

T max
σTmax

1.87
0.30

(# backward motion)

PEGASUS, though, the traction generated by the fifth wheel is limited by
the wheel’s own mass. Only if this mass is comparable to the load on the
PL
other wheels (Fig. 4.7 (b)), if m
mtot is small, the fifth wheel can contribute
significantly to the overall traction. Obviously, this is the case in video sequences provided by the designers of PEGASUS which show that the rover is
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M

Fa

Fa

Fa

Fb

Fa

(a)

Fb

(b)

Figure 4.7: Normal forces on PEGASUS. The additional payload (b) does not
increase the normal force on the fifth wheel (middle wheel in 2D).

able to climb an obstacle only with the support of the fifth wheel. However,
the structure of the rover seems very simple and lightweight (aluminum profiles, no onboard computer) whereas the motors are integrated in the wheels.
The same applies to the systems in the referenced literature.
PL
On the ASL breadboard the m
mtot ratio is relatively small, too, compared
to fully equipped exploration rovers. This explains why the performance of
PEGASUS with breadboard dimensions is increased with respect to the four
wheel vehicle in the simulations. In order to further investigate the effect of
PL
an increased m
mtot ratio, additional simulations were run. The original model
PL
ratio
of 0.45, the additional models of 0.68 and 0.81 (body mass
has an m
mtot
of 2D model set to 10 and 20 kg). The results are listed in Table 4.8.
The values clearly show that the relative performance of PEGASUS with
PL
respect to the car decreases with increasing m
mtot ratio. For a low ratio of 0.45,
PEGASUS requires only 70% of the friction and 80% of the torque compared
to a 4WD car while for the high ratio of 0.81, the values climb to 83% and
89%. Obviously, the contribution of the fifth wheel becomes more and more
negligible. The results for CRAB show that this does not happen if the load
Table 4.8: Relative performance of CRAB and PEGASUS compared to a
4WD car in function of increasing payload to total mass ratio.

mP L
mtot

CRAB
[-]
[%]

µreq
PEGASUS
[-]
[%]

car
[-]

0.45

0.7

57

0.85

70

1.22

1.55

67

1.84

80

2.3

0.68

0.7

56

0.96

77

1.24

2.69

63

3.64

85

4.26

0.81

0.7

56

1.04

83

1.25

4.58

60

6.76

89

7.58

CRAB
[Nm]
[%]

Tmax
PEGASUS
[Nm]
[%]

car
[Nm]
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Figure 4.8: Minimum normal force during step climbing.

is distributed to all wheels. The relative performance in terms of friction
remains the same (56%) while the required torque ratio even decreases (67%
to 60%).
While the above discussion is based only on the metrics µreq and Tmax ,
other information from the simulation could be included in the evaluation as
well, for example, the minimum normal force FNmin . Stability is not only an
issue on sloped terrain, it has to be guaranteed during obstacle climbing too
where load shifting occurs and the footprint can be reduced if the suspension
is active. Therefore, FNmin can be used as an indicator for stability. Fig. 4.8
shows the minimum normal forces of CJ-1, forward and backward, and of
CRAB. The normal force of CJ-1, which showed the best performance during forward climbing, drops to a minimum of only 7.7 N. Going backwards,
CJ-1 performs less well with respect to the discussed metrics but at 20.9 N
its FNmin is considerably higher. CRAB’s FNmin (16.2 N) is also in a much
safer range. If expressed as ratios with respect to FNmin = 26 N of the initial configuration (rover on a flat plane), the following margins result: CJ-1
29.6%, CJ-1 # 80.4%, CRAB 62.3%. These values highlight the substantial
differences between the rovers and the value of the information contained in
FNmin which could be used as mobility metric too.
II) Detailed obstacle climbing comparison of CRAB, RB, and RCL-E
As for the stability, this section focuses on the comparison of CRAB, RB,
and RCL-E. The friction requirements are shown in Fig. 4.9, wheel torques
and normal forces in Fig. 4.10.
The relative performance ranking with respect to µreq is RB (0.62), CRAB
(0.7), RCL-E backward (0.79), and RCL-E (0.93). Fig. 4.9 shows that the
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Friction requirement
1
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Figure 4.9: Friction requirement during step climbing.

significant peaks vary between the rovers. A very interesting fact is that
RB faces the biggest challenge when climbing with the front wheel. Since
the peak appears at the very beginning, just after loosing contact with the
ground, the size of the step has no impact on the result. The same holds
true for CRAB and RCL-E, even though it is less obvious. The tip of the
last peak corresponds to the moment the rear wheel has finished climbing the
vertical part of the obstacle and starts rolling over the edge. This conclusion
was confirmed by simulating the CRAB on a step with height varying from
0.06 m to 0.11 m with increments of 0.01 m which yielded equal friction
requirement independent of the step height.
In most cases, the highest peak of the friction requirement curve is also the
highest peak in the torque graph. However, the results of RB demonstrate
that this is not necessarily the rule. While RB’s µreq graph is dominated
by peak one, the torque graph features almost equal peaks one and three,
emphasizing the need for both metrics, µreq and Tmax .
RCL-E’s forward performance is by far the worst of all three systems.
The normal force graph shows that the load distribution on RCL-E is special
at the last peak. It is the only system on which the biggest load is not
shifted to the middle wheel at the moment the rear wheel starts climbing
the obstacle. Through this load transfer, the wheels on top of the obstacle
are able to generate more traction and contribute substantially to the last
climbing phase of the other rovers. On RCL-E, however, a major part of the
load remains on the climbing rear wheel which leads to significantly higher
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Figure 4.10: Wheel torques and normal forces during step climbing.

torque and friction requirement in this situation.
Even though RB and RCL-E both consist only of a body and a bogie,
the performance difference is considerable. While the parallelogram bogie
was introduced due to its special kinematic behavior, it has static properties
which must not be neglected. Fig. 4.11 shows the impact of an external force
on the two bogie types. The horizontal component of the external force, Fh ,
induces a rotation of the complete regular bogie which is just one rigid body.
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F
F

Fv

Fv

Fh

Fh

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.11: Horizontal component of external force (Fh ) causes a rotation of:
(a) full bogie; (b) vertical bars around wheel axes.

The parallelogram bogie, however, is a mechanism which consists of several
bars connected through joints. It is a statically indeterminate element and Fh
causes a rotation of the vertical bars around the wheel axes. Consequently,
the forces inside RB and RCL-E are transmitted in different ways which
explains the big discrepancy in performance.
4.2.3.3

Sensitivity analysis

It was shown above that the stability rankings between CRAB, RB, and
RCL-E change when the CoG is moved to a higher Z position. Therefore,
it is necessary to conduct a sensitivity analysis in order to investigate the
impact of parameter modifications on the simulation results. This analysis
was limited to the three main configurations CRAB, RB, and RCL-E because
the principal focus is not on the comparison of all rovers but on the sensitivity
of the results.
The CoG of the standard model is located at 0.123 m above ground.
Its position was changed by increments of 0.02 m. Only one lower position
was investigated because the original CoG is already very low whereas three
positions were chosen above, resulting in a maximum Z coordinate of 1.5
times the original value (0.183 m).
Fig. 4.12 depicts the results with respect to static stability. The actual
values are represented by the dashed lines while the solid lines correspond to
the linear regression. Five out of six curves show an almost identical decrease
of stability with increasing CoG Z position of about 15◦ for the investigated
Z range. In contrast, the downhill stability of RB varies by only 1◦ .
The sensitivity of the friction requirement and the maximum torque is
depicted in Fig. 4.13. The two figures look very similar. As it was shown
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Figure 4.12: Sensitivity of static stability on Z position of CoG.
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Figure 4.13: Sensitivity of friction requirement (left) and
maximum torque (right) on Z position of CoG.

before, the performances of CRAB and RB are significantly better with respect to these metrics than the performance of RCL-E. The graphs also have
in common that the slopes of RCL-E’s curves are steeper than the slopes of
the other curves, albeit not tremendously. The sensitivity of the friction requirement expressed as variation over the investigated range is 5% (CRAB),
0% (RB), 10% (RCL-E), and of the maximum torque 5%, 10%, 10%. This
corresponds to 0.03, 0.0, 0.11, and 0.09 Nm, 0.16 Nm, 0.26 Nm in absolute
numbers.
Obviously, the sensitivity of the static stability to modifications of the
CoG depends strongly on the configuration which limits the validity of the
performance rankings in Table 4.5 to the rover dimensions used in the comparison. The relative rankings of CRAB, RB, and RCL-E with respect to
µreq and the Tmax , however, remain valid, the slightly different sensitivities
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of CRAB and RB regarding torque being negligible.
These results clarify the discrepancy of predicted stability between current
simulations and previous work. In the ExoMars suspension trade-off (Michaud
et al., 2007), only RB was compliant with the stability requirement while
CRAB and RCL-E had very low stability in at least one case (up- or downhill). Contrary to these results, the design parameters of the current models
yield better performance of CRAB and RCL-E. However, the current models
differ significantly from the ExoMars models in the ratio between CoG Z
position and track length. In order to adapt the current models, the CoG Z
position has to be increased to 0.228 m which leads to a ratio of 0.5 instead
of the current 0.27. The corresponding data points would be located far beyond the right border of the sensitivity analysis graphs and are therefore not
available. But the inclinations of the curves suggest that the relative stability performance changes as expected, i.e., best performance by RB, inferior
performance by RCL-E (downhill) and CRAB (up- and downhill).
The sensitivity analysis also reveals why the current results for obstacle
climbing are not surprising in terms of relative ranking; the metrics are far
less susceptible to changes of the CoG Z position, and therefore, the relative
ranking remains the same.

4.2.4

Conclusion of the static analysis

The static analysis brought out important differences in mobility performance
of the assessed configurations. Stability angles range from 61◦ to 30◦ , the
friction requirement varies between 0.57 and 1.08, and the maximum torque
values diverge from 1.4 Nm to 2.36 Nm. These simulations provide useful information to eliminate bad performing configurations from the list of
candidate systems at an early phase of development based on rather simple
models.
The stability calculations are probably too conservative because several
real world factors can prevent tip over at the calculated angle. For example,
the normal force on the middle wheel of the RB is the first which becomes
zero. In order for the rover to loose stability, the middle wheel would need
to lift off the ground which requires the bogie to rotate and the front wheel
to roll backward. In reality, friction in the joints or cable harnesses could
inhibit bogie rotation, and the controller would provide the motor with more
current to keep the wheel from rolling. Therefore, the real rovers are likely
to show higher stability.
The obstacle climbing analysis revealed that most of the asymmetric systems perform better than the average in one direction, but worse in the other
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one. CRAB and CRAB-B are symmetric systems and are ranked at the top
of the list anyway. Since their performance is the same in both directions,
they are more likely to be able to complete a planned path or back out in
case of emergency than asymmetric configurations.
A sensitivity analysis was conducted in order to investigate the impact of
modifications to the CoG in Z direction on the simulation results. While the
sensitivity of the stability metric depends on the configuration and therefore
has an impact on the rankings, the relative performance with respect to obstacle climbing remains the same because the sensitivities of the investigated
rovers are very similar to each other.
The static analysis also has its limitations. The models are as simple
as possible, thus, the results cannot be fully accurate. Consequently, small
differences in simulation results cannot be taken for differences in real performance. However, the tendencies are correct and allow for selection of
favorable systems as will be shown in the validation section below.

4.3

Kinematic analysis

4.3.1

Approach and metrics

The motion of mechanisms is analyzed by means of kinematic models. While
kinematic models of mobile robots are often limited to the 2D domain in
X and Y to plan trajectories and analyze the maneuverability on a plane,
they are important for rough terrain vehicles in X and Z to study a rover’s
terrainability, i.e., its capability to adapt to uneven terrain and climb over
obstacles.
Several people have presented work that focuses on kinematics for different
purposes. Forward kinematics was used in simulation for the estimation of
rover position and heading (Hacot et al., 1998). Wheel actuation commands
can be derived for a desired rover motion by means of an inverse kinematics
model (Tarokh and McDermott, 2005). (Iagnemma and Dubowsky, 2004)
and (Peynot and Lacroix, 2003) included rover kinematics in the estimation of
the wheel ground contact angles and (Balaram, 2000) developed a kinematic
observer for articulated rovers.
A kinematic model can provide valuable information because the ability
of articulated rovers to adapt to uneven terrain makes it difficult to relate
rover motion to wheel motion and requires the wheels to move at different
speeds. In this context rover control plays a central role. Several control
strategies have been presented which aim at increasing the rover’s performance by synchronizing wheel velocities (Baumgartner et al., 2001), setting
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optimal torques depending on the rover’s state (Lamon and Siegwart, 2005;
Krebs et al., 2008), or actively adapting the rover’s configuration based on
kinematic information (Grand et al., 2002).
The focus of this work was different. The aim was not to simulate rover
motion or improve control, the goal was to analyze the kinematic relationship
between the wheels. The individual wheel speeds of a rover in rough terrain
which respect all kinematic constraints are highly dependent on the suspension and can be calculated with a simple kinematic model. Deviation from
the calculated speed leads to slip. This effect was found to be well described
by the V CV metric which is a measure for the risk of kinematic constraint
violation.

4.3.2

Improvements

The analysis in this section is based on the work presented in (Thueer and
Siegwart, 2007), however, significant improvements were made.
Motor model and controller The first implementation of the rover
models made use of a motor integrated in the simulation environment.
When set to constant velocity mode, the motors were able to generate
the required torque immediately, regardless of amplitude, to reach the
desired speed. For the second version a motor model was implemented
in Matlab to include real motor characteristics.
Further, a PID controller was implemented in Matlab to find the wheel
torques that make the rover maintain constant speed.
Standardized models and terrain The WM2D models were adapted
to the standard size of the real breadboard which is used throughout
this thesis.
The terrain geometries were also changed. The new shapes have smooth
transitions with rounded corners and edges, and a short, straight section
in between, similar to a segment of a sine curve (Fig. 4.14).
Contrary to the static analysis where the non-natural step is used, the
aim of the kinematic analysis is not to test extreme cases, but performance on realistic terrain geometry. Therefore, the artificial benchmark
obstacle, the truncated pyramid, was replaced by the so-called sinestep
terrain.
A randomly generated terrain is more appropriate to simulate a specific
situation whereas the sine terrain, as a geometrically precisely defined
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.14: Terrain types: (a) sinestep, (b) sine.

shape, is better suited for general performance analysis. Thus the uneven terrain was replaced by the so-called sine terrain.
Metrics The former metric ∆velopt was defined as:
∆velopt =

n
X

|ϑref − ϑopti |

with

i 6= ref

(4.2)

i=1

where ϑref : velocity of reference wheel,
ϑopti : ideal velocity of wheel i,
n
: number of wheels.
This definition has some drawbacks. The performance value is calculated as the sum of all ∆velopt over the full simulation and increases
inevitably with the number of simulation steps. Therefore, the absolute value yields no information about the effective performance of the
rover. Further, the unit of this metric is [ m
s ] which is not intuitive
because it does not reflect a real velocity and can reach an arbitrary
range of values depending on the duration of the simulation.
The V CV metric, which was introduced in 2.2.2.6, is free of those
drawbacks. V CV does not have a unit because it is based on the ratio
videal /v, and it does not increase with the duration of the simulation
since it is defined as mean value over the full test run.

4.3.3

Simulation environment

Calculation of the V CV metric does not require a dynamic simulation environment because it depends only on the states of the rover. Still, a dynamic
model was needed for this work to investigate the slip level of the rovers and
relate it to V CV . Since the rover states can be extracted from a dynamic
model too, both metrics, V CV and slip, could be calculated in parallel.
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Figure 4.15: Interaction WM2D-Matlab and control architecture.

For this purpose, WM2D was used in combination with Matlab. The
dynamic models were implemented in WM2D which served as the master
program. The motor model and controller as well as the kinematic model
were implemented in Matlab. Fig. 4.15 depicts the assignment of the tasks
and the information flow between the programs.
In order to make the simulation more realistic, a PID controller was developed in Matlab to regulate the wheel speed. The controller uses the velocity
error e as an input and outputs the required torque Tdes to correct the error.
Tdes is then input to the motor model (Fig. 4.16) to calculate the effective
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Figure 4.16: Motor model implemented in Matlab for the kinematic analysis.
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torque T generated by the motor. The motor model incorporates the specifications of the motors on the breadboard to assure that the real maximum
torque is not exceeded. It is based on the equations below and takes saturation into account too.
Uel = U + Uemf = R · I + kv · ω
where Uel
U
Uemf
R, I
kv
ω

:
:
:
:
:
:

(4.3)

applied voltage,
voltage drop due to internal resistance,
voltage drop due to electromotive force,
internal resistance, current through motor,
speed constant,
rotational speed.
T = kT · I

(4.4)

where T : generated torque,
kT : torque constant.

4.3.4

Kinematic models

In a first step, the models were simplified such that they maintained the
kinematic properties while kinematic loops could be avoided. The equations
to describe the kinematics were set up in a second step.
4.3.4.1

Simplifications

The modeling of RB was straight forward, no simplifications were necessary.
The suspension consists of a rocker and a bogie. They are linked by a pivot
which is at a defined height above ground and at half distance between center
and front wheel (Fig. 4.17 (b)).
CRAB and RCL-E have kinematic loops in their suspensions, the parallelogram bogies, which are basically more difficult to model but can be
simplified. While the regular bogie rotates about the pivot (Fig. 4.18 (a)),
the parallelogram bogie rotates about an instantaneous center of rotation
between the wheels at the same height as the wheel center ( Fig. 4.18 (b)).
Since the distance between the wheels remains constant, the parallelogram
bogie can be replaced in the kinematic model by a rigid link between the
wheels and a pivot at the location of the instantaneous center of rotation.
The simplified models of CRAB and RCL-E are depicted in Fig. 4.17 (a, c)
(blue, dashed lines).
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Figure 4.17: Kinematic models (dashed lines) of CRAB (a), RB (b)
and RCL-E (c) including simplifications.

4.3.4.2

Kinematic equations

Setting up the kinematic equations is explained using RB as an example. The
system is defined by the constant dimensions AD, DB, and DC, the wheel
ground contact angles γi , and the orientation of rocker α and bogie β with
respect to the inertial system (see Fig. 4.17 (b)).
The unknown parameters are the magnitudes of the velocities in A, B,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.18: Motion comparison regular (a) and parallelogram (b) bogie. The
regular bogie rotates about the pivot. The parallelogram bogie rotates about the
instantaneous center of rotation at wheel center level.

C, and D, given that the wheels always touch the ground, as well as the
rotational velocities of rocker ω1 and bogie ω2 . The velocity in D is not of
interest; therefore it does not appear as a parameter and is expressed by
means of the other velocities yielding an equation system with four equations
and five unknowns. As it was mentioned before, rovers have one DoF in 2D
which means that one velocity can be chosen as input. Thus the equation
system has exactly one solution.
Below, ϑD is expressed in inertial system coordinates through the velocities in A, B, and C.

where ϑi
ωi
i
j R(α)
i
XY

:
:
:
:

ϑDA = ϑA + ω 1 ×

0
1
1 R(α) AD

(4.5)

ϑDB = ϑB + ω 2 ×

0
2
2 R(β) DB

(4.6)

ϑDC = ϑC + ω 2 ×

0
2
2 R(β) DC

(4.7)

velocity in i w.r.t. inertial system,
rotational velocity of system i w.r.t. inertial system,
transformation from system j to i by rotation of angle α,
vector from X to Y expressed in coordinate system i.

Equations 4.5 - 4.7 can be rearranged to:
ϑDA = ϑDB

,

ϑDA = ϑDC

(4.8)

Finally, the equation system can be written as:
Ax = b

with x = (ϑB , ϑC , ω1 , ω2 )T

(4.9)
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Equation 4.9 can be solved for x with ϑA as input. If the velocity input is
given at B or C, the system has to be modified such that ϑB or ϑC appear
in b.
Models of the same form were generated for RCL-E and CRAB. The
RCL-E model is identical to the RB model except for the vectors which
describe the geometry of the suspension. The CRAB model is even simpler
with only two vectors to represent the simplified suspension.

4.3.5

Simulation results

Two sets of simulations were run, that is, every rover was simulated on both
types of terrain. The wheel speed was set to a constant value of 0.04 m
s .
The metrics, velocity constraint violation (V CV ), absolute accumulated slip
(sa ), and slip ratio (sr ), were calculated and used for performance analysis.
The results are listed in Tables 4.9 and 4.10 for the sine and sinestep terrain
respectively. Not only the metrics are given but all sets of σV (standard
deviation of ratio between ideal and reference velocity) values, too. The slip
values, sr and sa , over time are provided for the sine terrain only in Fig. 4.20
and 4.21.
While σV for CRAB and RCL-E on the sine terrain (Table 4.9) is between
0.06 and 0.14, it reaches values of up to 0.27 for RB. It is striking that the
high values are always linked to RB’s rear wheel, either as reference or as
normal wheel. It was observed that the distance between rear and middle
wheel on the RB varies greatly while moving over rough terrain, much more
than on the other rovers. The maximum value by which this distance changes
Table 4.9: Simulation results with respect to metrics V CV and sa on the sine
terrain (2.43 m). Sets of σV sorted by reference wheel are given in columns with
wheel indicator rear (r), middle (m), and front (f).

rover

CRAB
RB
RCL-E

m
f
m
f
m
f

ref.

σV
ref.

ref.

rear

middle

front

0.11
0.11
0.27
0.26
0.14
0.10

r
f
r
f
r
f

0.09
0.09
0.20
0.06
0.10
0.06

r
m
r
m
r
m

0.11
0.12
0.20
0.07
0.09
0.07

V CV [-]

%

sa [m]

%

0.11

59

0.43

64

0.18

100

0.67

100

0.09

53

0.43

64
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initial distance
a)
b)

Figure 4.19: Wheel movement on different bogie types. Rotational movement
on regular bogie leads to bigger displacement (a) with respect to rear wheel than
almost vertical movement on parallel bogie (b).

is 5 cm on RB, 1 cm on RCL-E and < 0.2 cm on CRAB, compared to a total
length of 22.8 cm in initial state (Fig. 4.19). To enable this movement, the
ideal velocities on all wheels have to differ significantly from one another
which leads to high σV values. This is reflected in the V CV metric where
CRAB and RCL-E perform more than 40% better than RB.
The performance of CRAB and RCL-E is almost identical even though
their suspensions are different. However, both systems employ parallelogram
bogies which keep the wheels at a constant distance relative to each other.
According to the results, this has a very positive impact on the performance.
To confirm that V CV is an indicator for kinematic constraint violation
in the form of slip, the graphs of sr and sa over time are shown in Fig. 4.20
and 4.21, and the total accumulated slip is given in the second last column
Table 4.10: Simulation results with respect to metrics V CV and sa on the sinestep
terrain (1.29 m). Sets of σV sorted by reference wheel are given in columns with
wheel indicator rear (r), middle (m), and front (f).

rover

CRAB
RB
RCL-E

m
f
m
f
m
f

ref.

σV
ref.

ref.

rear

middle

front

0.05
0.09
0.13
0.15
0.05
0.06

r
f
r
f
r
f

0.05
0.05
0.11
0.04
0.04
0.03

r
m
r
m
r
m

0.09
0.06
0.14
0.04
0.10
0.04

V CV [-]

%

sa [m]

%

0.07

64

0.27

60

0.10

100

0.45

100

0.05

52

0.26

58
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Figure 4.20: Simulation results for metric sr on the sine terrain.

of Table 4.9. It can be seen that the performance levels of the three rovers
relative to each other correlate well with the V CV results. CRAB and RCL-E
considerably outperform RB with only about 23 of the total slip. The graphs
for instantaneous slip sr (Fig. 4.20) show that CRAB and RCL-E adapt
well to the terrain causing little slip, peaks of roughly 2%, over the whole
simulation. The slip curve of RB, however, features several strong peaks of
about 20% which occur when the suspension has to readapt to the terrain,
i.e., when rocker and bogie rotate relative to each other which changes the
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Figure 4.21: Simulation results for metric sa on the sine terrain.

distance between rear and middle wheel.
The irregular, sharp peaks in Fig. 4.20 occur at the transition between
linear terrain segments. They reflect problems of the simulation tool with the
precise calculation of wheel ground contacts in certain situations. However,
the size of the peaks is not significant for the calculation of the metrics.
Therefore, the results remain valid.
The simulations on the sinestep terrain yielded the same results (Table 4.10). Apparently, with a maximum σV of 0.15, the terrain is less challenging. The V CV values of all three rovers are smaller too but the ratios
are very similar. The same applies to the slip metric.

4.3.6

Conclusion of the kinematic analysis

By evaluating different rovers with respect to the V CV metric, it was shown
that significant differences exist. Employing a dynamic model allowed for
verification of the claim that V CV is an indicator for slip. The simulation
results show a clear correlation between V CV and sa . The performances of
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CRAB and RCL-E on the sine terrain are very similar and they are superior
to the one of RB by about 40% and 33% with respect to V CV and sa . The
simulations on the less challenging sinestep terrain confirm these results; the
performances are better, however, with the same ratios between the rovers.
The possibility to compare rovers with respect to slip by means of the
V CV metric is beneficial twofold. On the one hand, instead of a complex
dynamic simulation, only the simple kinematic model is needed along with the
rover states on the terrain. On the other hand, the V CV metric calculation is
independent of any control and thus, specific to the investigated suspension
system. This is advantageous if only the mechanical design is compared
because the implementation of a control algorithm can have a significant
impact on the slip level and distort the measurements.

4.4

Conclusion

Both types of simulation yielded valuable information about the assessed
rovers and the metrics used for the analyses, which cover several aspects
of mobility performance, helped detect significant differences between the
evaluated systems. However, it is difficult to determine one single best rover
because the rankings are different for all metrics. Therefore, application
specific requirements are needed to distinguish the importance of individual
locomotion capabilities. But the rankings also show that the analyses are
complementary and contribute to a better overall understanding of the rovers’
mobility performance.
The evaluation of such a big number of systems was only possible because the modeling work could be automated and simplified models could
be utilized. Simplifications are always part of a trade-off which involves accuracy of results and complexity of models. Even though the focus is on
simple models in this work, the results reveal interesting properties of design
elements like the parallelogram bogie which is used on CRAB and RCL-E.
While the parallelogram bogie was shown to have a strong, negative impact
on the stability, it proofed to be a valuable element in the kinematic analysis. The bad obstacle climbing performance of RCL-E could be traced back
to the fact that the parallelogram bogie distributes the load evenly to both
wheels. Yet, the CRAB ranks among the best configurations, even though
two parallelogram bogies are incorporated in its suspension.
As for all simulations, a verification of the simulations by means of hardware tests is required to demonstrate the validity of the results.

Chapter 5

Experimental validation
The modular hardware system described in section 3.3 was used to perform
a series of tests with different suspension configurations under identical conditions. The main objective of the test campaign was the verification of the
simulation results for the three metrics: µreq , Tmax , and V CV .
The test setup is described next, followed by the presentation of the results. The results of static and kinematic analysis are discussed in separate
sections, before the more general conclusions that can be drawn from the
validation campaign.

5.1

Test setup and measurements

Two types of terrain were built for the validation test campaign. The step
of 0.11 m height served as validation obstacle of the static analysis with two
exchangeable surface coatings to simulate different friction conditions. To
verify the kinematic analysis, the sine and sinestep terrains were built with
the same dimensions as in simulation, i.e., the amplitude of the bump is
0.11 m which corresponds to the wheel diameter of the breadboard. The
CRAB configuration during a test run on the sine terrain is depicted in
Fig. 5.1.
For the friction requirement tests different surface conditions had to be
provided. However, measuring the real friction coefficient precisely is a difficult task and finding the right material to generate the friction conditions
to reproduce the simulation results is almost impossible. The fact that the
breadboard uses tires with spikes makes it even harder to build a setup for
accurate measurements. Therefore, the step obstacle was covered with two
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Figure 5.1: CRAB on sine terrain.

different materials with surfaces of distinct, low and high roughness. The
first, a wooden surface, is smooth with a friction coefficient of about 0.8.
The second, a rubber surface, provides a lot of grip thanks to a rough texture resulting in a friction coefficient of about 1.1 where effects of the tires’
spikes are still neglected.
For the torque requirement tests the maximum current provided by the
motor controllers was set to different levels until the performance differences
became visible. Since the parameter of interest was torque, the tests were
run on the surface with high friction to avoid test failure through slip.
The kinematic analysis validation was performed on the sine and sinestep
terrains with rubber coating and no torque limitation.
The velocity of the rover was set to the standard value of 0.04 m
s in all
tests. No steering maneuvers were necessary since the tests aimed at verifying
results from 2D analyses.
The measured parameters are current and wheel encoder values which can
be accessed through the EPOS motor controllers. The current measurements
allows for deriving the torque exerted on the wheel. The encoder values
provide valuable, supplementary information. For example, if a rover got
stuck, the current measurements do not indicate whether the reason for failure
was insufficient torque or slip. The real cause is found by using the encoder
readings which reveal whether the wheels kept rotating or not.
The wheel torque Tw [Nm] is calculated based on the motor specifications
and the following formula:
Tw = I · kT · ηgear · n/1000
where I
kT
ηgear
n

:
:
:
:

measured current [A],
m
torque constant = 25.5 mN
A ,
efficiency of gearbox = 66%,
reduction factor of gearbox = 163.

(5.1)
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All tests were repeated three times. The measurements were tagged with a
timestamp and logged for post-processing. On the described types of terrain,
left and right side measurements are equal. Therefore, only the left side
values are provided for comparison with the 2D analysis results.
As is was pointed out in the static analysis section (4.2.4), the real breadboard does not tip over at the predicted SS angle even though the normal
force on one of the wheels might be zero. Therefore, in order to validate the
stability results, force sensors on the wheels are indispensable which made it
impossible to validate the stability analysis with the available hardware.

5.2

Validation of the static analysis

The work presented here follows the approach in (Thueer et al., 2007) but
with two significant improvements:
The selection of evaluated systems was extended by the rocker bogie
configuration and RCL-E was also tested driving backwards.
The motors were strong enough to provide sufficient torque. Therefore,
the rovers could climb the step obstacle without the motors reaching
saturation which would have influenced the actual measurements. Further, tires were used instead of metallic wheels with grousers which
makes the rover’s motion a lot smoother.
The main results of the static analysis to be validated through hardware
testing can be summarized as follows:
The friction requirement µreq of RB (0.62) and CRAB (0.7) is significantly lower than the friction coefficient needed by RCL-E (0.93).
The same applies to the torque requirement Tmax : RB 1.52 Nm, CRAB
1.55 Nm, RCL-E 2.19 Nm.
RCL-E performs much better driving backwards with respect to both
metrics: µreq = 0.79, Tmax = 1.75 Nm.
First, a quick summary of the results is given, followed by a detailed
discussion of the hardware measurements in general. Then, the specific validation results for torque and friction requirement are presented.
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5.2.1

Summary

Table 5.1 summarizes the friction requirement tests in which all rovers were
evaluated on two different surface types. The first column shows that all
rovers climbed the step successfully on the rough, rubber surface, except for
RB driving backward which slipped completely as soon as the first wheel
touched the obstacle. The second series on the smoother, wooden surface,
was failed by RCL-E because of insufficient traction when the last wheel had
to climb the step. This is consistent with the results from simulation which
predicted a significantly higher friction requirement of RCL-E.
Table 5.2 shows the pass/fail results of the torque requirement tests. The
first column contains the test runs with the wheel torque limited to 2.19 Nm.
No torque limit was applied in the second column, the indicated value of
5.19 Nm corresponds to the maximum possible torque. Obviously, the torque
limitation reached a crucial value for RCL-E. The rear wheel lacked torque
during the climbing phase which blocked the whole rover motion and lead
to test failure. This is consistent with the prediction that RCL-E needs
significantly higher torque.
Since RB # failed the friction coefficient test on rough surface, the other
Table 5.1: Pass/fail results of step climbing on different surface types.
rover

friction coefficient µ
rubber ∼ 1.1
wood ∼ 0.8

CRAB

X

X

RB

X

X

RCL-E

X

f

RCL-E #

X

X

RB #

f

-

Table 5.2: Pass/fail results of step climbing with different torque limits.
rover

torque limitation
2.19 Nm
5.49 Nm

CRAB

X

X

RB

X

X

RCL-E

f

X

RCL-E #

X

X

RB #

-

-
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tests were not performed with this configuration and no further pass/fail
results are provided.
This summary confirms an excellent match between prediction and validation. However, reality is more complex and the measurements contain much
more information, of both interesting and surprising nature. Therefore, the
test results have to be discussed in more detail.

5.2.2

General results

Fig. 5.2 depicts the measurements of all configurations on rubber surface
without torque limitation. The torque graphs of CRAB and RCL-E #
are very similar to each other and correspond most to what is expect intuitively. The curves show three significant peaks representing the wheel
climbing phases. Middle and rear wheel generate the biggest torques, the
front wheel contributes the least (note: rear wheel comes first on RCL-E #).
Negative torques occur when wheels fight each other due to kinematic constraints which cannot be avoided because the wheels are controlled individually, without central coordination.
The RB curve looks very different. The middle wheel torque drops back
to almost zero right after the first small peak, in return the rear wheel torque
stays at a high level after the first peak and the front wheel is pushed between
peaks one and two. Fig. 5.3 shows the cause for these measurements. Due to
kinematic constraints, the middle wheel is lifted off the ground at the same
time the front wheel starts climbing the step. This was also identified as
a potential issue of the RB configuration by (Fuke et al., 1995) who briefly
addressed this problem in their publication. They mention that in the worst
case, i.e., step climbing, the rear wheel has to retreat backward to enable
front wheel climbing. The test shows what happens if the rear wheel does
not retreat; the suspension gets blocked and the middle wheel looses ground
contact. This effect happened in every test run, even on the smooth wooden
surface like on the photographs. Since this problem is created by constraints
on the motion of the suspension, the static analysis was not able to predict
it.
RB # is the only system to fail on this setup. As soon as the rear
wheel touches the step, all wheels start slipping completely (note: rear wheel
comes first on RB #). In this situation, the motor of the front wheel exerts a
torque on the bogie that lifts the middle wheel almost off the ground. Thus
the middle wheel generates virtually no traction which is shown in the torque
graph. Consequently, the overall traction pushing the rear wheel against the
step is not sufficient to enable climbing. This is consistent with the static
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Figure 5.2: Torque measurements on step obstacle.
(rubber surface, no torque limitation)

analysis. On the one hand, the torque on middle and front wheel has to be
increased to support the rear wheel which touches the vertical part of the
step only. On the other hand, increasing the front wheel torque leads to the
lifting of the middle wheel which decreases the support for the rear wheel.
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Figure 5.3: RB problem during step climbing: middle wheel
temporarily lifted off the ground.

Therefore, no solution was found for the static model in this situation with
a non-negative normal force on the middle wheel.
The RB was called “reference configuration” above because of its successful use in real exploration missions. Obviously, not every version of the RB
is affected by the described problems. It is very likely that a bigger payload
to total mass ratio helps eliminating these effects because more load would
press the wheels down.
The RCL-E measurements are surprising at first. The static model predicted a huge third peak but in reality the measured torques during climbing
of the rear wheel are smaller than the torques of all other configurations.
The amplitude of the third peak is not the only difference compared to the
measurements of the other three successful test runs. On the other rovers,
the rear wheel torque jumps step-like at the beginning of the last peak, but
then, the middle wheel torque increases steadily to form the actual peak.
This is caused by kinematic constraints which prevent the middle wheel from
moving forward. So it has to stop or slip. If the motor is strong enough, as in
the present case, the torque is increased until slip occurs. In order to slip, the
torque has to overcome the resisting friction force and if the load on the wheel
is big, the required torque gets big too. As it was highlighted in the static
analysis section, RCL-E is the only configuration where the biggest load is
not shifted to the middle wheel in this situation. Consequently, RCL-E is
the only configuration where the middle wheel torque does not increase significantly because the wheel starts slipping before.
This leads to two interesting conclusions:
The measured torque, in general, does not correspond to the torque
required for climbing. The peaks can grow bigger because of other
factors like kinematic constraints.
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The RCL-E measurements at the last peak are probably very close to
the real torque requirement for climbing. This assumption is reinforced
by the comparison with the predicted torque values from the static
analysis as listed in Table 5.3. The measured torques are slightly above
the predictions which was to be expected considering the simplifications
of the model. However, the discrepancy remains very small. These
results confirm the assumption that inertial effects can be neglected at
the low traveling speeds of rovers and that the static model is a good
approximation.
Table 5.3: Comparison of torque measurements and prediction for RCL-E
at the last peak.
rear wheel

middle wheel

front wheel

static analysis

2.2 Nm

1.05 Nm

1.3 Nm

HW measurements

2.3 Nm

1.2 Nm

1.8 Nm

5.2.3

Torque requirement

In a second series of tests, the maximum torque of the motors was limited to
demonstrate that RCL-E requires more torque than the other configurations.
The current of the motor controllers was limited to 0.8 A which corresponds
to a torque of 2.19 Nm and is only slightly below the torque measured above.
Fig. 5.4 depicts the torque and encoder readings of RCL-E and CRAB (as a
representative of the configurations with low torque requirement). The graph
shows that all the peaks are cut at 2.19 Nm. This means that, beyond this
value, the kinematic constraints lead to wheel blocking instead of slipping
which causes the flat sections in the encoder graphs.
As it was highlighted before, in general, the peaks do not reflect the
real torque requirement for climbing. Therefore, the torque limitation has
no impact on CRAB’s performance. Indeed, the rear and middle wheel get
blocked twice, the torques reach saturation, and the encoder graphs feature
flat sections, but the rover continues climbing the step to the end.
The situation for RCL-E is different. Saturation of the motor torque
occurs on the rear wheel only. During obstacle climbing of the front and
middle wheel, this has no impact because enough traction can be generated
to make the rover move forward. However, at the last peak, the rear wheel
comes to a halt while front an middle wheel slip as the encoder graph shows.
Obviously, the torque limitation intersects with the real torque requirement
for climbing which makes the rover fail the test run.
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Figure 5.4: Torque and encoder measurements of CRAB and RCL-E on step
obstacle with torque limitation (Tmax = 2.19N m) on rubber surface.

5.2.4

Friction requirement

In a last series of tests, the friction requirement was investigated. The rubber surface has a high friction coefficient (µ ∼ 1.1), as it was shown, high
enough for RCL-E to climb the obstacle. The wooden surface is smooth
(µ ∼ 0.8) and the rovers are more likely to slip. No torque limitation was
applied for this test. Fig. 5.5 depicts the corresponding measurements of
RCL-E and CRAB (as a representative of the configurations with low friction requirement). CRAB climbs the step without problems while RCL-E
starts slipping when the rear wheel starts climbing. The slipping is reflected
by the almost constant torque values and constantly increasing encoder measurements. Contrary to the experiment with torque limitation, here, enough
torque is provided, saturation of the motors is not reached, but the friction
force does not support the generated traction and the rover cannot climb the
step.
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Figure 5.5: Torque and encoder measurements of CRAB and RCL-E on step
obstacle without torque limitation on wooden surface.

These results are in line with the predictions. RCL-E’s friction requirement is significantly higher than µreq of the other configurations. With a
predicted numerical value of 0.93, it is between the friction coefficient of the
two surface materials. Therefore, RCL-E passes on rubber, but fails on wood.

5.3

Validation of the kinematic analysis

It was shown in simulation that the locomotion performance of rovers with
respect to slip can be compared by applying the V CV metric. This section
aims at validating these results and the applicability of the V CV metric in
reality by means of hardware measurements.
The main conclusion of the kinematic analysis was that significant differences exist between the configurations CRAB, RB, and RCL-E. While the
V CV values of CRAB and RCL-E are similar, they are smaller than 23 of
RB’s V CV value which means that RB generates much more slip.
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Approach

In simulation, the full state of the rover is always known, thus, wheel position
and rotation can be accessed at every time step to calculate slip. The available
test setup, however, was not capable of providing this information. Slip based
on the difference between recorded wheel rotation and total traveled distance
could not be used either. Indeed, the traveled distance can be easily derived
from the terrain shape but the wheel rotation measurements do not provide
any useful information. Because the motors are strong enough to prevent
blocking of the wheels, they always turn at the commanded, constant speed.
This means that all encoder readings show the same value at the end of a test
run. Thus the main challenge of this validation was to detect the occurrence
of slip and quantify it by use of other parameters.
Slip occurs when kinematic constraints are broken. For this, the traction
force has to exceed the resisting friction force which is only possible if the
motor torque is big enough. Fig. 5.6 shows the relation between the torquegenerated traction and the friction force. Ftraction is equal to T /r. Ff riction
is proportional to the normal force on the wheel. The difference between
friction and traction is ∆F . If the traction force is bigger, that is, ∆F < 0,
slip occurs. This means that each time excessive slip occurs the torque values
have to be higher than actually needed by the rover for the pure displacement,
thus increasing the average torque over a full test run. Therefore, the torque
measurements are used as an indicator for slip in order to validate the V CV
metric.
It was stated before that slip is a loss of energy. Therefore, it would have
been interesting to measure the mean power consumption of the different
configurations. Unfortunately, the breadboard does not dispose of a power
measurement device and the current information from the motor controllers is
not suited to calculate power accurately because the signals to the motors are
pulse-width modulated (PWM). This means, for electrical power calculation

T
r
Ffriction

Ftraction
?F

Figure 5.6: Traction margin before slip occurs.
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(P = U · I) that the current is known but not the actual voltage and for
mechanical power (P = T · ω) that the time span during which the torque
is applied is unknown. Thus, the mean torque value is a good alternative
measure because it does not include the notion of time which eliminates the
PWM problem.

5.3.2

Results

Fig. 5.7 depicts the torque measurements of CRAB, RB, and RCL-E on the
sine terrain. The measurements show great similarity with the slip curves
from simulation (Fig. 4.20). On the one hand, the graphs of CRAB and
RCL-E feature no noticeable peaks and the curves of all wheels follow the
same trend over the whole test run. On the other hand, the same peaks as in
the slip graph appear in RB’s torque measurements. The main difference is
that slip occurred in simulation on the front and middle wheel simultaneously
and of equal size while in reality the middle wheel torque gets twice as big.
CRAB
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Figure 5.7: Wheel torque measurements of CRAB, RB, and RCL-E on sine terrain.
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The same experiment was done on the sinestep terrain too. The numerical
results of both types of experiments are listed in Table 5.4. The first column
contains the average measured absolute torque of all wheels on the left side
(comparison with 2D model), T . The relative performance between the rovers
is provided in the second column and compared to the relative V CV values
from simulation in Table 5.5.
The V CV values predicted similar performance of CRAB and RCL-E on
the sine terrain, more than 40% better than RB. The measurements found T
of 0.33 Nm and 0.3 Nm for CRAB and RCL-E, respectively, which is approximately 40% better than the mean torque of RB at 0.51 Nm. This excellent
correlation is reflected in the numerical results of relative performance in
reality and simulation which show a discrepancy < 5%.
The measurements on the sinestep terrain deviate more from the simulation results. The prediction, that CRAB and RCL-E perform at the same
level but better than RB, is still true. However, while an advantage of CRAB
and RCL-E of more than 35% was predicted, the measured mean torques
(0.46 Nm and 0.43 Nm) are only about 20% lower compared to RB (0.55 Nm).
The reason for the lower agreement between prediction and measurement
on the sinestep terrain is that the rovers have to climb up during the whole
Table 5.4: Mean torque measurements of CRAB, RB, and RCL-E
on sine and sinestep terrain.

rover

sine
T [Nm]

mean torque
sinestep
%
T [Nm]
%

CRAB

0.33

64

0.46

83

RB

0.51

100

0.55

100

RCL-E

0.30

58

0.43

78

Table 5.5: Comparison of relative performance between hardware measurements
(T ) and simulation (V CV ) on sine and sinestep terrain.

rover

relative performance [%]
sine
sinestep
T
V CV
T
V CV

CRAB

64

59

83

64

RB

100

100

100

100

RCL-E

58

53

78

52
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test run. Therefore, the mean torque is higher than on the sine terrain. As
a consequence, if kinematic constraints force a wheel to slip, the additional
torque to overcome the friction force is smaller than on the sine terrain and
has less impact on the mean value. According to the definition in Fig. 5.6,
the average ∆F is smaller. This means that, even though slip occurs, the
performance differences become more difficult to detect by means of T .

5.4

Conclusion of the experimental validation

In general, the simulation results were successfully validated. The hardware
tests allowed for verification of the main performance predictions:
RCL-E requires a significantly higher friction coefficient than the other
configurations. It failed the test run on the wooden surface which has
a friction coefficient below the predicted requirement of RCL-E.
CRAB and RB outperform RCL-E in terms of required torque. With
the applied torque limitation, the rear wheel of RCL-E gets blocked
during step climbing which leads to test failure. CRAB and RB are
still able to climb the step successfully.
The kinematic properties of CRAB and RCL-E cause less slip while
moving on uneven terrain, thus, their V CV values are significantly
lower than RB’s V CV value. Since slip was not directly measurable,
the mean torque was used as verification parameter. A good correlation
of T and the V CV metric was shown.
Besides validating the simulation results, the tests and measurements revealed a number of interesting aspects:
In most cases, the peak torque measurement does not correspond to the
calculated Tmax for obstacle climbing. The torque can grow beyond
the necessary maximum value because kinematic constraints impede
the wheel movement and the controller tries to compensate for the
error by increasing the torque. This explains the need for another
approach to validate the torque requirement which was found to be
torque limitation.
Without torque limitation RCL-E required less torque during obstacle
climbing of the last wheel than the other rovers. However, RCL-E
was the only rover to fail the test in this situation with applied torque
limitation. The measurements explain what really happened during
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obstacle climbing. The biggest peaks were clipped, leading to blocking
of the wheels. In the case of CRAB and RB, only those peaks were
clipped which occurred because of kinematic constraints. In the case
of RCL-E, the important torque peak on the rear wheel was clipped
which normally enables the climbing process. Therefore, the rear wheel
stopped rotating while front and middle wheel slipped, leading to test
failure.
The RB successfully climbed the obstacle, but in a surprising way. In
every test, the middle wheel was lifted off the ground when the front
wheel started climbing the step. This behavior was not predicted by
the static analysis, but points out a weakness of the RB system in the
given configuration.
While the validation of the V CV metric on the sine terrain was very
accurate (correlation of relative V CV and T within 5%), the discrepancy on the sinestep was up to 26%. These numbers emphasize the
impact of the test setup on the validation results. The higher mean
torque on the sinestep, due to continuous climbing, leads to less significant torque peaks caused by slip. Thus the difference in T between
the rovers decreases but the actual slip does not, which was shown in
simulation (Table 4.10). This means that the sinestep terrain is less
suited for validation of the V CV metric.
This work did not aim at defining absolute metrics with high quantitative
accuracy. However, the correlation of the numerical results from simulation
and measurements are very promising and it would be interesting to assess
the precision of the predictions in more detail.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and outlook
6.1

Conclusion and contributions

Performance evaluation is a useful and necessary tool to measure the output
of a project. In the case of rover development, it enables designers to demonstrate their contribution to increasing performance and progressing the state
of the art. Unfortunately, few standardized procedures and benchmarks as
well as commonly used metrics exist for performance evaluation in mobile
robotics. Numerous papers have been published on the design of rough terrain robots but all follow a different or no methodology at all to evaluate
the capabilities of the new system. This means that the results cannot be
compared and the value of the work is difficult to estimate.
Therefore, this work did not aim at coming up with yet another rover. Instead, metrics and appropriate benchmarks for structured performance analysis of wheeled, passive mobility in rough terrain were investigated. Existing
and new metrics were defined and validated, and in parallel, the performance
of a selection of rovers was compared based on these metrics.
The contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:
A catalog of fundamental metrics defining mobility performance in
rough terrain was compiled. It contains metrics which have already
been used as well as newly introduced ones. These metrics cover different aspects of mobility and allow for a profound performance evaluation. A precise definition of the metrics is provided along with an
explanation why the derived information is beneficial.
An overview of rovers found in literature is given and their main features
specific to mobility are highlighted. These systems represent the state
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of the art of wheeled, passive all-terrain robots and were used for the
performance comparison.
A modular hardware system was developed for the validation of the
simulation results. This is the first breadboard which allows for easy
reconfiguration of four different suspension types, namely CRAB, RB
(rocker bogie), RCL-E, and ExoMars (3-Bogie). Therefore, the predicted performance of all these rovers could be verified by means of
hardware measurements to emphasize the reliability of the simulation
results.
The most relevant existing software tools for rover simulation were reviewed and their main usage and benefits identified. Since none of them
was found to be appropriate for comparison of several rovers, the performance optimization tool (POT) was developed for static 2D analysis
of a big number of rovers.
A comprehensive comparison with 18 rover configurations was made
based on a static analysis. The systems were analyzed with respect to
the metrics static stability θSS , friction requirement µreq , and maximum torque Tmax . A wide range of performance levels was detected
and the rankings were found to be strongly dependent on the type of
metric. This shows the necessity of covering different aspects of performance, and the results affirm a good selection of metrics. Despite the
interesting results regarding mobility performance, the analysis confirmed the need for appropriate tools, like the POT, to model such a
big number of systems and to process all the simulations.
The novel V CV metric was defined to distinguish suspensions by the
amount of slip they cause because of kinematic constraints. The correlation of the V CV value and the slip level was confirmed by means of
dynamic simulation combined with a kinematic analysis. Since V CV
is not a direct measure of slip, it cannot predict the absolute slip level.
However, the metric proved to be very good for predicting relative performance between the rovers with a maximum discrepancy of about
10% with respect to the slip measurements. Like the static analysis,
the kinematic analysis revealed signficant differences in performance
between the rovers but the rankings did not match with the static analysis. This makes V CV a valuable metric because it covers an additional
aspect of mobility performance.
Performance evaluation of numerous systems is coupled with a tremendous modeling effort unless the models are kept simple which was one of
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the objectives of this work. The metrics used for analysis in this thesis
make use of basic models and as a consequence, include a large number
of simplifications like negligence of inertial effects in the static model.
In order to determine the resulting accuracy, a validation campaign
with hardware measurements was successfully performed for the metrics friction requirement, maximum torque, and V CV . The validation
produced very satisfying correlation between predictions and measurements for all metrics and showed that the proposed, simple models are
well suited for comparative performance evaluation.

6.2

Outlook

This thesis aimed at emphasizing the need for standardized performance evaluation by performing a basic but large comparison of rovers and to provide a
basis for future work in this direction by defining mobility metrics. However,
standards and common methods for performance evaluation have to evolve
from within the whole robotics community, from research and industry alike.
Therefore, it is important to support existing initiatives which have been
promoting this approach in recent years.
Obviously, the introduction of standards will raise the discussion whether
they foster or hinder the progress in a given domain, and researchers cannot
be forced to conform with those standards. But in order to guarantee the
quality of research publications, a minimum of reasonable methodology, reproducibility, and comparable results should be asked for by reviewers. In
this sense, this is also a vote for less new but better systems through improvements by building on existing solutions.
In order to reduce efforts and costs as well as to provide for equal test
conditions, developed tools and hardware could be shared, that is, centers
of competence could be opened. Researchers would still develop new algorithms in their simulation tool and test them on their hardware but the real
evaluation would be done on simulators and hardware of these centers of
competence to produce comparable results. This idea takes up the concept
of the NIST test arenas where systems can be tested under equal and even
standardized conditions.
The work subsequent to this thesis could include an integration of the
kinematic analysis in the POT. On the one hand, the kinematic analysis does
not require a dynamic simulation and would fit well into the POT framework.
On the other hand, V CV as a successfully validated metric could increase
the value of the POT as a performance evaluation tool.
Even though the proposed metrics and modeling techniques aim at a qual-
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itative comparison in the early phase of rover development rather than at an
absolute, quantitative evaluation, the validation results encourage a more
precise assessment of the accuracy of the predictions. Tests with smaller
graduation of the friction coefficient could provide a better insight of how
accurate the friction requirement is predicted by the static model. It is important though that to achieve the best accuracy the control mode of the
rover would have to be changed to fit the torque optimization used in the
simulation. Breadboard as well as test setup could be equipped with further
sensing capabilities for more detailed measurements. For example, forcetorque sensors on the wheel hub would enable an experimental validation of
the stability analysis and the mechanical power could be calculated based on
torque and rotational velocity of the wheel; in parallel, an electrical power
measurement device could be added to determine the effective power consumption of the rover; by employing a 3D tracking system, the V CV metric
could be related to slip directly.
At one point, the suspension trade-off phase of a rover development is
finished, dimensions are fixed, and the design definition becomes more specific. Then, the focus of performance evaluation has to be shifted away from
qualitative and comparative towards quantitative and absolute aspects. For
this purpose more sophisticated models are required, however, it is important
that they are also properly validated by means of experimental testing.
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